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1. INTRODUCTION
This Chapter opens the theoretical part (II) of the study, whose purpose is to position the trial phase
in the context of international criminal proceedings and to examine the international criminal trial
as a socio-legal phenomenon. The preliminary objective of this Chapter is to conceptualize the trial
as a separate stage of criminal proceedings that is relatively autonomous and distinguishable from
other phases, given the specialized objectives, functions, and role in the structure of the procedural
system. Thus, approaching the trial as a distinct object of inquiry raises questions about its
destination and position in criminal proceedings and its own structure as a sequence of procedural
steps.
To that end, the Chapter offers a framework for the examination of trial in general and
perspectives relevant for theorizing on trial as a distinct object of inquiry. This framework hinges
on the procedural functions the trial phase serves; and the sociological meaning and effects of the
trial process which are to be distinguished from its proper functions; and the place and role of trial
in the overall procedural sequence. These focal points are relevant in examining both international
and national criminal trials, as a matter of phenomenological commonality between them. The
subsequent chapters in this part employ the same approach in relation to international criminal
trials as they address the purposes, position, and significance of trial in the context of international
criminal proceedings.1 By contrast, this Chapter examines the same issues in relation to domestic
criminal trials as practiced within the different traditions of criminal procedure. By combining a
comparative and theoretical perspective, it addresses the format, functions, and role of trial in the
fabric of criminal process through the lenses of comparative models associated with influential
procedural traditions. Domestic trials are the primary empirical material and a source of theoretical
insights on the phenomenon of criminal trial. Comparative law is therefore a useful reference point
in an examination of international trials.
1

See Chapter 5 (on the functions and effects of trials) and Chapter 6 (on the role and position of the trial in the context
of international criminal procedure).
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The Chapter frames key concepts used in the subsequent examination of international trials
(‘functions’, ‘role’, and ‘effects’ of trial process) and sets out, in a broad brush, the principal
differences between the domestic traditions on these points. The notion of ‘function’ in relation to a
procedural phase refers to its ‘job description’ as a set of tasks it discharges and specific means by
which that the required result—the overall objective of the phase—is brought about. In other words,
it is a ‘special kind of activity proper to anything; the mode of action by which it fulfils its
purpose’.2 Functions of the trial phase can be distinguished from both the objectives of the phase
and ultimate objectives of criminal justice. The function denotes an expected contribution of the
trial to the fulfilment of those sets of objectives being the more remote goals of the system as a
whole. By contrast, the notion of ‘role’ in the present context alludes to the importance of the phase
in a broader context of criminal procedure, being a measure of its contribution to the achievement
of ultimate objectives of procedure. For example, if the establishment of the truth is indeed one of
the essential and overarching objectives of criminal procedure and justice in general, the role of trial
is greater in a system where the bulk of fact-finding occurs in the course of trial rather than during
the pre-trial or in the appeals. In other words, the role of the phase is gauged by the degree to which
the objectives of criminal process can be achieved upon its completion. For instance, where the
truth of the facts in the case as established in a trial judgment is not quashed on appeal, justice will
have been delivered and process attained its main goal already as a result of the trial phase.
These matters present useful objects for comparative inquiries in that they allow
highlighting the structural differences between domestic jurisdictions which have repercussions in
international criminal proceedings and, more specifically, the layout, functions, and role of the trial
phase in that context. For example, the importance of trial as an intensive oral and public ‘one-dayin-court’ hearing and a principal forum for the establishment of facts in a criminal case is not a
universally shared conception across legal cultures and procedural systems. By a similar token, the
value attached to ‘truth’, the prevalent interpretations of this notion, and methods deemed best
suited for establishing it in criminal proceedings are matters on which the domestic approaches—
and influential perspectives that have competed for recognition in international criminal tribunals—
differ fundamentally. In line with considerations on the limited normative traction of the domestic
comparative methodology, including the over-used ‘adversarial’ v. ‘inquisitorial’ models,3 the
discussion here tackles the conceptions of criminal trial by way of background. It does not purport
to draw inferences valid for international criminal procedure, nor does it aim to provide an
exhaustive account of rules governing the various aspects of the organization of criminal trials in
domestic jurisdictions. The Chapter’s rationale is to capture the principal differences in the national
approaches. A more detailed treatment of the components of trial process in domestic and
international contexts is reserved for the subsequent chapters on constituent stages of trial.4
The following discussion is structured as follows. Drawing upon on the methodological
premises regarding the appropriate uses of comparative data in the context of international criminal
procedure, the next section provides clarifications of the relevant terminology and canvasses the
meaning, value, and limitations of the ‘adversarial’ and ‘inquisitorial’ models in their natural
habitat (section 2). The trial has a time-and-sequence dimension, in the sense that procedural
actions and issues arising at trial pertain to one or more rubrics of the trial chronology. Examining
how the trial process unfolds is needed before addressing it from the perspectives of evidence and
actors’ roles: so the chronological approach can serve as a backbone in that exposition. Therefore,
Section 3 on phasing of the criminal process and trial stage in particular addresses the place of trial
phase within the sequence of process and the internal structure of this phase in inquisitorial and
adversarial systems. The section compares their approaches in respect of issues such as the
interaction between the trial and other stages, the evidentiary continuity of the process, and finality
2

Oxford English Dictionary, 2nd ed. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1989).
See Chapter 1.
4
Chapters 8 to 11.
3
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of the decisions at trial. These insights set the stage for the subsequent examination of the location
of trial in the chronology of international criminal process and sequencing of international trials.5
The Chapter then discusses, in section 4, what objectives are pursued and procedural
functions discharged by the trial in both inquisitorial and adversarial systems. It focuses on the
establishment of the truth as the principal function of trials in any criminal process, whether it is of
a civil law or common law origin. The emphasis on truth distinguishes the trial phase from other
procedural stages (investigation, pre-trial, and appeals) which also contribute to the discharge of
this function but do so less directly. The section provides an overview of the differences between
the inquisitorial and adversarial approaches to truth-finding and how this affects the nature and
format of trial.
Section 5 offers a complementary, socio-legal perspective on the trial, which extends
beyond its functions in the procedural system and addresses its broader communicative role. This
sets the stage for the same kind of inquiry conducted in relation to international criminal trials in a
subsequent Chapter.6 Criminal trials are complex socio-legal events that are not exhausted by the
legal consequence of disposing of a case and modifying the legal status of the accused into that of a
convict or an acquitted person. The trial is also a communicative process through which the court
and trial participants exchange messages and convey them to observers and community members
outside of it (for example, fairness, legitimacy, and authority of the court). The section shows how
the corporeal and appearance-related features of the trial process—such as decorum, sequence of
interventions and appearances, ritual, and etiquette, and courtroom dynamics and theatrics—
through which this expressive role is exercised, inform the way in which trials are organized and
conducted in different systems. Perhaps unsurprisingly, they ultimately correspond to the
predominant conceptions about the optimal epistemic arrangements.
Finally, after the main differences between adversarial and inquisitorial systems in part of
the nature and structure of the trial phase, procedural functions and social-legal effects have been
highlighted, section 6 addresses the role of trial phase in the domestic criminal process from a
comparative perspective and explains the differences in this regard between the major systems. The
trial’s normative significance as a procedural phase is measured by its contribution to the promotion
of the objectives of criminal process. While the trial shares the truth-finding function with other
phases, its autonomous role depends on whether its prerogative in this respect is intact or
supplanted practices and activities taking place outside of the trial framework. Where other
arrangements detract from the importance of trial as a fact-finding forum, it may become
dispensable and its role reduced. As pointed out by comparative scholars, the trial in the context of
national criminal justice is undergoing a serious ‘crisis of confidence’.7 The trial-avoidance
mechanisms such as negotiated justice may be seen to defy the importance of trial and its position
as the primary locus for the search for truth through criminal proceedings. Similarly, the
enthusiastic and far-reaching appellate review diminishes the finality of trial judgments and casts a
shadow on the conception of trial as a prime phase. In conducting a general exploration along these
lines, the Chapter prepares the ground for the following discussion of the normative role of the trial
phase in international criminal proceedings, with reference to the law and practice on negotiated
justice.8

5

Chapter 7.
Chapter 5.
7
E.g. J. Jackson, ‘Managing Uncertainty and Finality: The Function of the Criminal Trial in Legal Inquiry’, in A. Duff
et al. (eds), The Trial on Trial – Vol. 1: Truth and Due Process (Oxford/Portland, OR: Hart Publishing, 2004) 124 (‘the
criminal trial is undergoing perhaps one of the greatest crises of confidence that it has faced since trials by ordeal came
to be challenged and replaced in the thirteenth century.’).
8
Chapter 6.
6
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2. ‘ADVERSARIAL’ V. ‘INQUISITORIAL’ DISTINCTION: VALUE AND
LIMITATIONS
The task of examining the structure, functions, and role of international criminal trials invites a
preliminary overview of the same issues in respect of criminal process arrangements associated
with the major legal families and related procedural models. These are represented, in particular, by
the systems of ‘civil law’ and ‘common law’ rooted respectively in the Romano-Germanic
(Continental) and Anglo-American traditions. This focus is by definition myopic as it leaves
unaddressed other important legal families and traditions (for example, Islamic law), but it is not
necessarily to be interpreted as an approval of the comparative discourse in which other systems are
under-represented. While it is deemed a melancholy fact,9 the focus on common law and civil law
traditions would still be warranted. These traditions objectively provided the basis for the formation
of international criminal procedure and played a major part in the cross-cultural conversation on
criminal procedure in that context.10 As Chapter 1 has shown, the approaches of those principal
traditions have served as building blocks in developing the tribunals’ procedural regimes.
Furthermore, a terminological clarification is in order with regard to the established
‘inquisitorial’ and ‘adversarial’ models. As these will occasionally relied upon in the following, it is
worth briefly adumbrating their meaning and limitations. Inspired by the principal domestic
procedural traditions, these models are the heritage of a long history of attempts to make sense of
the diversity of national approaches to legal process and to theorize on differences between them.
The taxonomy is well-established and regularly employed in comparative literature on criminal
justice, both national and international. While these are historically associated with the common
law and civil law traditions, the uses of the terminology have often been marred with confusion. In
fact, said distinction is a false dichotomy as it combines the parts of two established pairs – the
dichotomy between ‘accusatorial’ and ‘inquisitorial’ procedural forms and that between the
‘adversarial’ and ‘non-adversarial’ systems. The two pairs are influential frames of reference in
(domestic) comparative law and, by extension, in international criminal procedure. While the two
categorical pairs do not fully overlap with one another and refer to different types of process, the
interchangeable use of the dichotomies has been common.11
Thus, common law systems are often referred to as accusatorial, while civil law systems tend
to be incorrectly described as ‘inquisitorial’ whereas there are such only in a historical sense.12 The
dichotomy between ‘inquisitorial’ and ‘adversarial’ process is traced back to the 13th century
continental scholarship which distinguished between the processus per inquisitionem and per
accusationem, meaning respectively an inquest (inquisitio) conducted by a single authority acting
both as an accuser and decision-maker and the inquiry instituted by a private citizen acting as an
accuser.13 The term inquisitio, in particular, was used to describe the written and secret procedure
instituted in the 13th century under Roman-Canon law, which, in a modified form, was in use in the
secular domain well into the 19th century. The pejorative connotation it bears in view of resort to
torture as a method of obtaining confession and the irregular process of clerical repression in the

9

See Chapter 1, section 4.3.4.C.
G.S. Reamey, ‘Innovation or Renovation in Criminal Procedure: Is the World Moving toward a New Model of
Adjudication?’, (2010) 27 Arizona Journal of International and Comparative Law 693, at 698 n14 (noting that the
nature of ‘religion-based’ legal systems ‘does not allow the same kind of change that secular systems do’ and that ‘they
do not provide a good barometer for worldwide change due to the tenets upon which they are founded.’).
11
See e.g. S. Zappalà, ‘Comparative Models and the Enduring Relevance of the Accusatorial—Inquisitorial
Dichotomy’, in G. Sluiter et al. (eds), International Criminal Procedure: Principles and Rules (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2013) 42 n4.
12
For a terminological distinction, see K. Ambos, ‘International Criminal Procedure: “Adversarial”, “Inquisitorial” or
“Mixed”?’, (2003) 3 International Criminal Law Review 1, at 2-5.
13
For helpful descriptions of these models, see M. Damaška, ‘Models of Criminal Procedure’, (2001) 51 (3-4) Zbornik
PFZ 477, at 478-82.
10
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Middle Ages14 is divorced from the contemporary meaning of ‘inquisitorial’ process, both in terms
of structure and the admissible investigative methods. The historical vision of the inquisitorial
approach as an exclusively written and non-transparent process used as a macabre vehicle for
extortion of confessions through torture without according any procedural rights is long time
outdated.15
In the reformed ‘inquisitorial’ process, the powers to bring accusation and/or to investigate
are vested in an investigative and/or prosecuting authority (prosecutor or investigative judge) that is
separate from the trier of the case.16 This removes the element of inquisitio and makes most modern
systems, including those of civil law that were traditionally ‘inquisitorial’, at least as ‘accusatorial’
as common law systems.17 Nor is the original meaning of accusatio as a private action characteristic
of the thrust of contemporary criminal justice systems, where most offences are investigated and
charged by public authorities. Thus, from the 19th century onwards, the historically-based
distinction between the ‘inquisitorial’ and ‘accusatorial’ forms gave way to a analytical approach
going beyond the internal division within the continental process by covering common law systems
and acknowledging the mixed forms.18 Although it may be used for historical reference, the
‘accusatorial’ v. ‘inquisitorial’ distinction is obsolete and an inadequate descriptive framework for
categorizing the modern criminal justice systems.
As for the second dichotomy, its ‘adversarial’ label denotes the process structured as a
‘contest’ or ‘clash’ between the accusing party and the accused, whereby the evidence is presented
orally and publicly and the accused is guaranteed an opportunity to challenge it. It came to be
firmly associated with the common law process based on a partisan contest with its characteristic
reliance on lawyers, competitive style of pleadings and evidence-presentation, and lay participation
as safeguards of fairness, even though most of these aspects are a relatively recent acquisition in
those systems.19 In the Anglo-American legal folklore especially, the virtues of an ‘adversarial
system’ were traditionally extolled by contrasting it to the ‘inquisitorial process’ as it was known
from the infamous English Star Chamber and from the hypertrophied vision of a continental
practice as relying on written and secretive process that favours repressive methods, which is
antiquated and misleading.20 These perceptions explain the negative attitude to everything
‘inquisitorial’ and a preference for a less ‘derogatory’—albeit by no means clearer—label of ‘nonadversarial’ when referring to civil law systems.21 However, most modern civil law systems attach a
14
Ambos, ‘International Criminal Procedure’ (n 12), at 3 (noting the historical link with the irregular and summary
process against heretics (inquisitio haereticae pravitatis) by the ‘Office of Holy Inquisition’ as well as with the
proceedings of the Star Chamber in England).
15
M. Damaška, ‘Evidentiary Barriers to Conviction and Two Models of Criminal Procedure: A Comparative Study’,
(1973) 121 University of Pennsylvania Law Review 506, at 559 (‘In view of the aura surrounding that term
[inquisitorial], reminiscent as it is of such odious features as unspecified charges, secret proceedings, and torture, all
abandoned long ago, it seems unfair to continentals to attach it to their contemporary criminal proceedings.’). Damaška
also refutes as mistaken the ‘belief that the institution of torture was essential to the inquisitorial type’ (ibid., at 558).
16
Ibid.; C. Kress, ‘Witnesses in Proceedings before the ICC’, in H. Fischer et al. (eds), International and National
Prosecution of Crimes under International Law: Current Developments (Berlin: Arno Spitz, 2001) 309 n1.
17
Ambos, ‘International Criminal Procedure’ (n 12), at 3 (the equation between adversarial systems and accusatorial
forms is misleading).
18
Damaška, ‘Models of Criminal Procedure’ (n 13), at 478-82.
19
For example, in England, lawyers were allowed in felony trials not before the second half of the 17th century: see e.g.
J.H. Langbein, ‘The Criminal Trial before the Lawyers’, (1978) University of Chicago Law Review 263, at 307;
Damaška, ‘Models of Criminal Procedure’ (n 13), at 488.
20
For a critique, see Damaška, ‘Models of Criminal Procedure’ (n 13), at 488-9 (reporting the common attitude,
especially among American lawyers, of ‘reverence of any arrangement that can be characterized as “adversarial” and
the aversion of any structure characterized as “inquisitorial”.’); Ambos, ‘International Criminal Procedure’ (n 12), at 3
(on the link assumed by common lawyers between inquisitorial process and the Star Chamber).
21
Damaška, ‘Models of Criminal Procedure’ (n 13), at 490 (‘in order to avoid pejorative connotations attached by their
legal folklore to the term “inquisitorial”, some Anglo-American proceduralists decided to employ the neutral term
“non-adversarial” in referring to continental systems of criminal procedyre [sic].’). See e.g. N. Combs, Fact-finding
without Facts: Uncertain Foundations of International Criminal Convictions (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
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great importance to the principles of orality, immediacy, and confrontation right, not least due to the
normative influence of international human rights law and ECtHR jurisprudence.22 The adversarial
v. non-adversarial dichotomy relies on the outdated view of ‘adversarial and ‘inquisitorial’ systems,
is deprived of objective referents and defining features, and is interwoven with folkloric and
inaccurate images of different national systems.23 Its elements have acquired undesirable political
and cultural overtones, being associated either with the process based on the liberal and democratic
values, or with the authoritarian criminal process, leading to a ‘rhetorical struggle for the
appropriation of these terms’ as well as varied and inconsistent use of the terminology.24
Due to the ongoing legal globalization, the boundaries between the adversarial and
inquisitorial systems have grown blurred. Procedural reforms, cross-fertilization, and legal
transplantation (or, using Langer’s apposite expression, ‘legal translations’)25 led to some
approximation if not convergence between them.26 Legal transplants or translations have been one
classic modality of modernizing and reforming criminal process bringing about a degree of
harmonization as its side-effect.27 Furthermore, in the second half of the last century, the gap
between the legal traditions started to close as a result of criminal justice reforms catalyzed by the
supervision over states’ compliance with internationally recognized human rights standards by
regional courts, in particularly by the ECtHR in the member states of the Council of Europe.28 In
the context of regional integration within the EU, steps were made towards possible harmonization
of criminal procedures in the limited area of the protection of the financial interests of the Union,
including the comparative law work in the framework of the Corpus Iuris project.29 The extra-legal
factor of relevance has been changing the popular perception of what a fair criminal justice system
is, under the influence of the liberal democratic, individualist, and egalitarian ideology and values at
the fore in some foreign cultures. The romanticized image of a jury trial as a courtroom drama, in
which a clever lawyer wins the case by discrediting a lying witness in a skilful cross-examination,

2010) 290 n1231; D. Luban, Lawyers and Justice: An Ethical Study (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1988)
93-4.
22
See also Ambos, ‘International Criminal Procedure’ (n 12), at 4.
23
Damaška, ‘Models of Criminal Procedure’ (n 13), at 491-2.
24
M. Langer, ‘From Legal Transplants to Legal Translations: The Globalization of Plea Bargaining and the
Americanization Thesis in Criminal Procedure’, (2004) 45 Harvard International Law Journal 1, at 19.
25
Ibid., at 29-35 (proposing that the ‘legal translation’ metaphor is a superior heuristic device to the notion of ‘legal
transplants’ as it captures more accurately the nature of the borrowing of legal institutes across national systems).
26
On directions of and reasons for these processes, see D.M. Amann, ‘Harmonic Convergence? Constitutional Criminal
Procedure in an International Context’, (2000) 75 Indiana Law Journal 809, at 810. But cf. Ambos, ‘International
Criminal Procedure’ (n 12), at 4-5 (rightly observing that the persisting diversity of the criminal justice systems among
the EU and Council of Europe Member States challenges the claim about harmonization or convergence); Reamey,
‘Innovation or Renovation in Criminal Procedure’ (n 10), at 696 (reporting that ‘“civil law” countries adopt[ed] certain
“common law” procedures, and “common law” countries depart[ed] from the methods usually associated with the
common law system’).
27
A. Watson, Legal Transplants: An Approach To Comparative Law, 2nd ed. (Athens and London: The University of
Georgia Press, 1993); M. Damaška, ‘The Uncertain Fate of Evidentiary Transplants: Anglo-American and Continental
Experiments’, (1997) 55 American Journal of Comparative Law 839.
28
J. Jackson, ‘Theories of Truth-Finding in Criminal Procedure: An Evolutionary Approach’, (1988-9) 10 Cardoso Law
Review 475; id., ‘The Effect of Human Rights on Criminal Evidentiary Processes: Towards Convergence, Divergence
or Realignment?’, (2005) 68(5) Modern Law Review 737-64; N. Jörg, S. Field, and C. Brants, ‘Are Inquisitorial and
Adversarial Systems Converging?’, in C. Harding, P. Fennel, N. Jörg, and B. Swart (eds), Criminal Justice in Europe:
A Comparative Study (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1995) 53-6; J.F. Nijboer, ‘Comparative Perspectives on the Judicial
Role’, in S. Doran and J.D. Jackson (eds), The Judicial Role in Criminal Proceedings (Oxford/Portland: Hart
Publishing, 2000) 30.
29
M. Delmas-Marty, ‘Reflections on ‘Hybridisation’ of Criminal Procedure’, in J. Jackson et al. (eds), Crime,
Procedure and Evidence in a Comparative and International Context: Essays in Honour of Professor Mirjan Damaška
(Oxford/Portland: Hart Publishing, 2008) 252-5; M. Delmas-Marty and J.A.E. Vervaele (eds), The Implementation of
the Corpus Juris in the Member States, vols 1-4 (Antwerp-Oxford: Intersentia, 2000-2002).
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is one example of the global influence of the popularizations of the US legal culture through TV
series and cinema.30
Throughout the civil law world, a degree of approximation with common law forms can be
discerned. In various jurisdictions over three decades, reforms in law and practice took place which
could be deemed to challenge the core traits of the inquisitorial tradition, or to conflict with the
inquisitorial theory. Thus, some of them aimed at distancing of the judiciary from investigative
functions;31 the ‘adversarialization’ of procedure by way of bifurcating the case structure into the
prosecution and defence cases, activating parties in the pre-trial investigation, and enhancing their
role at trial;32 the introduction of negotiated justice for some categories of offences;33 and reviving
or experimenting with lay participation as a way to democratize the criminal justice system.34
Criminal procedure in the vestiges of the ‘inquisitorial tradition’ moved towards a ‘mixed’ model –
the term ‘reformed inquisitorial process’ may be preferable as it denotes a variant of the
inquisitorial type rather than a point where the ‘adversarial’ and ‘inquisitorial’ truly meet.35
In that process, certain civil law jurisdictions have evinced a greater degree of conservatism
and loyalty to their inquisitorial legacy (e.g. the Netherlands, Belgium, France, Austria) than the
others which seem to have imported adversarial features in a decisive and even revolutionary way
(for instance, Italy, Germany, and particularly Latin American countries).36 Overall, the adversarial
30

See Reamey, ‘Innovation or Renovation in Criminal Procedure’ (n 10), at 743.
For example, the function of investigative judge was abrogated in Germany in 1975; the pre-trial judge
(Ermittlungsrichter) is not involved in the investigative activities but only issues related warrants. In 1989, the institute
of investigating magistrate (guidice istruttore) was abolished in Italy as part of a wide-scale and radical reform of
criminal procedure making it ‘adversarial’: Langer, ‘From Legal Transplants to Legal Translations’ (n 24), at 47-8. In
France, the role of an investigating judge has been in decline too, as the judges may no longer sit on the trial bench. On
this tendency, see inter alia Nijboer, ‘Comparative Perspectives on the Judicial Role’ (n 28), at 25; E. Grande, ‘Dances
of Criminal Justice: Thoughts on Systemic Differences and the Search for the Truth’, in Jackson et al. (eds.), Crime,
Procedure and Evidence (n 29), at 154; Langer, ‘From Legal Transplants to Legal Translations’ (n 24), at 27.
32
Art. préliminaire (I) Code of Criminal Procedure (France) (‘La procédure pénale doit être équitable et contradictoire
et préserver l'équilibre des droits des parties.’); Arts 493, 496, and 498, Code of Crimina Procedure (Italy). See e.g.
Langer, ‘From Legal Transplants to Legal Translations’ (n 24), at 23 and 47. In detail on the Italian experiment, see
W.T. Pizzi and M. Montagna, ‘The Battle to Establish an Adversarial Trial System in Italy’, (2005) 25 Michigan
Journal of International Law 429, at 431; W.T. Pizzi and L. Marafioti, ‘The New Italian Code of Criminal Procedure:
The Difficulties of Building an Adversarial Trial System on a Civil Law Foundation’, (1992) 17 Yale Journal of
International Law 1; L. Marafioti, ‘Italian Criminal Procedure: A System Caught Between Two Traditions’, in Jackson
et al. (eds), Crime, Procedure and Evidence (n 29), at 81-98.
33
On the Italian abbreviated trial procedure and negotiated settlements, see S. Maffei, ‘Negotiations “on Evidence” and
Negotiations “on Sentence”: Adversarial Experiments in Italian Criminal Procedure’, (2004) 2 JICJ 1050; W. Pizzi and
M. Montagna, ‘The Battle to Establish an Adversarial Trial System in Italy’ (n 32), at 437-45. On the import of
elements of negotiated justice in Germany, see T. Weigend, ‘The Decay of the Inquisitorial Ideal: Plea Bargaining
Invades German Criminal Procedure’ in Jackson et al. (eds), Crime, Procedure and Evidence (n 29), at 39-64. On the
introduction of consensual justice in the countries of the former USSR, see S. Thaman, ‘The Two Faces of Justice in the
Post-Soviet Legal Sphere: Adversarial Procedure, Jury Trial, Plea-Bargaining and the Inquisitorial Legacy’, in Jackson
et al. (eds), Crime, Procedure and Evidence (n 29), at 109-12; S. Pomorski, ‘Modern Russian Criminal Procedure: The
Adversarial Principle and Guilty Plea’, (2006) 17 Criminal Law Forum 129. In more detail on these developments, see
infra 6.
34
In the 1990s, jury trials were introduced in Spain and in the former Soviet republics. See S. Thaman, ‘The Separation
of Questions of Law and Fact in the New Russian and Spanish Jury Verdicts’, in S. Doran and J. Jackson (eds), The
Judicial Role in Criminal Proceedings (Oxford/Portland: Hart Publishing, 2000) 51-63; id., ‘The Two Faces of Justice
in the Post-Soviet Legal Sphere’(n 33), at 112-6; S.A. Pashin, ‘The Reasons for Reintroducing Trial By Jury in Russia’,
(1999) 72 International Review of Penal Law 253-7.
35
Damaška, ‘Evidentiary Barriers to Conviction’ (n 15), at 555 n107; T. Weigend, ‘Is the Criminal Process about
Truth?: A German Perspective’, (2003) 26 Harvard Journal of Law and Public Policy 157, at 161.
36
J.F. Nijboer, ‘The American Adversarial System in Criminal Cases: Between Ideology and Reality’, (1997) 5
Cardozo Journal of International and Comparative Law 79, at 83. Suggesting a degree of similarity and convergence
between the US and German criminal justice, see R. Frase and T. Weigend, ‘German Criminal justice as a Guide to
American Law Reform: Similar Problems, Better Solutions?’, (1995) 18 Boston College International & Comparative
Law Review 317. On radical adversarial reforms in Latin America, see M. Langer, ‘Revolution in Latin America:
Diffusion of Legal Ideas from the Periphery’, (2007) 55 American Journal of Comparative Law 617; R. Vogler, A
31
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model has had a tangible impact on the modern inquisitorial form and in the past decades there has
been a powerful drive in the civil law world towards reception of legal institutes traditionally
associated with common law practice.37 For instance, the increased use of consensual dispositions
in criminal justice, which will be discussed further in this Chapter, emerges as a common trend
across the board. This movement presumably signifies convergence around the notion that in order
to ensure that all parties’ interests are considered, thereby curbing the possible future litigation and
gaining in efficiency, judicial decisions on the guilt and sentence should made not unilaterally, but,
where possible, in consultation with the main stakeholders, including the accused.38
Moving to the other side of the grand divide, common law countries have also introduced
reforms in their criminal procedure, although those were generally more limited and not nearly as
bold as those described above. Unlike with civil law countries, the reforms in the common law
countries fell short of a move towards an ‘inquisitorial’ approach even though they did represent a
departure from the practices traditionally associated with adversarial systems.39 The examples have
included relaxation of the evidentiary rules (such as regarding hearsay);40 measures aimed at the
reduction of adversarial confrontation between parties through encouraging pre-trial
communication, agreements on undisputed facts, and through activation of judges in pre-trial case
management and plea bargaining;41 the decreased resort to jury adjudication;42 and exceptions to
exclusionary rules for unlawfully obtained evidence.43
World View of Criminal Justice (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2005) 172 (‘Compared with the deeply contested and protracted
reform process in western Europe, the impact of adversariality on Latin America … has been little short of explosive.’).
37
Vogler, A World View (n 36), at 12; Reamey, ‘Innovation or Renovation in Criminal Procedure’ (n 10), at 742.
38
See also Weigend, ‘The Decay of the Inquisitorial Ideal’ (n 33), at 42 (‘The outcome of criminal cases is not
determined unilaterally by the court but results from interactions between the parties (and often the court), aiming at a
sanctioning decision that the defendant is willing to accept without seeking further legal recourse.’).
39
J. McEwan, ‘Ritual, Fairness and Truth: The Adversarial and Inquisitorial Models of Criminal Trial’, in A. Duff et al.
(eds), The Trial on Trial – Vol. 1: Truth and Due Process (Oxford/Portland, OR: Hart Publishing, 2004) 50-1 n7; C.
Bradley, ‘The Convergence of the Continental and the Common Law Model of Criminal Procedure’, (1996) 7(2)
Criminal Law Forum 471, at 475 (while some ‘inquisitorial’ systems have become more ‘adversarial’, the adversarial
systems in the UK and the US have not undergone radical reforms despite numerous proposals to that effect); T.
Weigend, ‘Should We Search for the Truth, and Who Should Do It?’, (2010-11) 36 North Carolina International Law
and Commercial Regulation 389, at 404-5 (‘there exists a clear trend toward an expansion of adversarial elements at the
expense of “pure” inquisitorial systems. … [N]o similar inroads of inquisitorial ideas in the common law world have
been documented.’); Langer, ‘From Legal Transplants to Legal Translations’ (n 24), at 26 n111.
40
In England and Wales, hearsay became admissible in principle with the adoption of the Criminal Justice Act 2003.
Even before, the admission of unlawfully obtained evidence was subject to relatively liberal rules, as compared to some
other common law countries. See S. Doran, ‘The Necessarily Expanding Role of the Criminal Trial Judge’, in S. Doran
and J. Jackson (eds), The Judicial Role in Criminal Proceedings (Oxford/Portland: Hart Publishing, 2000) 11.
41
On the introduction of preparatory, directions and plea hearings, and measures for the identification of issues in
dispute in England and Wales, see J. McEwan, ‘Cooperative Justice and the Adversarial Criminal Trial: Lessons from
the Woolf Report’, in Doran and Jackson (eds), The Judicial Role in Criminal Proceedings (n 40), at 172-5. In Scotland
(which is a mixed system), parties in criminal trials are increasingly obligated to reduce the scope of contested facts, see
P. Duff, ‘Changing Conceptions of the Scottish Criminal Trial: The Duty to Agree Uncontroversial Evidence’, in Duff
et al. (eds), The Trial on Trial 1 (n 7), at 29 et seq. As compared to the US trial practice, English judges more actively
participate in the inquiry at trial, which includes ‘inquisitorial-style of questioning of witnesses’: see Doran, ‘The
Necessarily Expanding Role of the Criminal Trial Judge’ (n 40), at 5-6, 8-10. See also J. Jackson and S. Doran, Judge
without Jury: Diplock Trials in the Adversary System (Oxford: Clarendon University Press, 1995) 152-9 (on Northern
Ireland).
42
In England and in the US, jury trials are now used in very few cases: See Bradley, ‘The Convergence of the
Continental and the Common Law Model’ (n 39), at 475 n8 and 482 (noting also that the jury system was abandoned in
Japan in 1943 and in India in 1960); M. Galanter, ‘The Vanishing Trial: An Examination of Trials and Related Matters
in Federal and State Courts’, (2004) 1 Journal of Empirical Legal Studies 459; Reamey, ‘Innovation or Renovation in
Criminal Procedure’ (n 10), at 707; J.R. Spencer, ‘Introduction’, in M. Delmas-Marty and J.R. Spencer (eds), European
Criminal Procedures (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002) 18. On juryless trials in Northern Ireland, see Jackson
and Doran, Judge without Jury (n 41). However, in Japan—which is a hybrid system combining both adversarial
features and the presiding judge’s leading role at witness interrogation (Art. 131 Code of Criminal Procedure (Japan)—
the jury was reinstated in May 2009 by law no. 64 (May 2004) according to which jurors (saiban-in) are to sit along
with career judges as part of mixed benches. See I. Weber, ‘The New Japanese Jury System: Empowering the Public,
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This overview shows that the modernization and hybridization of criminal procedures across
common law v. civil law divide—whether or not leading to a ‘harmonic convergence’—has reduced
the relevance of ‘adversarial’ and ‘inquisitorial’ distinction as a ground for differentiating between
actual criminal justice systems.44 Even if it may be possible to identify some of the main modern
prototypes of adversarial and inquisitorial systems among actual jurisdictions,45 there currently exist
no jurisdictions that fully embody them – all of them rather represent the uneven and unique
mixtures of the associated elements.46 Given the difficulty of establishing with precision what
elements constitute core features of ‘pure’ systems,47 defining such procedural mixes through those
labels is neither really helpful nor conceptually impeccable. The relative language which is
sometimes employed to present the ‘adversarial’ and ‘inquisitorial’ as a range or continuum (in the
sense of a certain arrangement being ‘more’ or ‘less’ adversarial/non-adversarial) does not resolve
the problem but rather seeks to cover it up.
Essentially, this vocabulary is unfit for the purposes of differentiating between modern
criminal justice systems as embodying either pure ‘adversarial’ or ‘inquisitorial’ systems.48 It does
not do justice to countless and significant nuances on which the countries pertaining to the same
tradition differ.49 While broad similarities between them can sometimes be expressed in terms of
‘dominant models’,50 even this will often be impossible. For instance, there are numerous nuances
setting the US criminal process (and that within individual states) and criminal process in the UK
jurisdictions (in particular, England and Wales, Northern Ireland and Scotland) apart.51
Preserving Continental Justice’, (2009) 4(1) East Asia Law Review 125.
43
E.g. Herring v. US, 555 U.S. 135 (2009) (the US Supreme Court holding the good-faith exception to the exclusionary
rule applicable and evidence not subject to exclusion where it was obtained unlawfully but the mistake by the police is
negligent and ‘not systematic error or reckless disregard of constitutional requirements’); Crawford v. Washington, 541
U.S. 36 (2004).
44
Weigend, ‘Should We Search for the Truth’ (n 39), at 401 (noting a shift ‘from a stark division between codified and
common law, to what looks more like a checkerboard of individual approaches and solutions. Each country’s rules of
criminal procedure do not depend so much on its “legal culture”, its national heritage, or its adherence to one great
scheme (“inquisitorial” or “adversarial”).’).
45
E.g. Nijboer, ‘The American Adversarial System in Criminal Cases’ (n 36), at 92, 94 and 96 (while ‘inquisitorial
system’ in a proper sense is a system which existed on the Continent between the 11th and 18th, the US can be identified
as the prototype of the ‘adversarial system’).
46
M. Frankel, ‘The Search for Truth: An Umpireal View’, (1975) 123 University of Pennsylvania Law Review 1031, at
1053; Duff, ‘Changing Conceptions of the Scottish Criminal Trial’ (n 41), at 30 (‘It is unlikely that any real system of
criminal procedure is purely adversarial or inquisitorial; in practice, most systems fall somewhere between the two
extremes and combine aspects of each model.’); Zappalà, ‘Comparative Models’ (n 11), at 42 (‘While it is safe to say
that no system is purely one or the other, all existing procedural systems tend to be located somewhere between these
two poles in relation to each specific issue, and overall represent a mix between the two models.’); Weigend, ‘Should
We Search for the Truth’ (n 39), at 398 (‘The heritage of one of the competing ideal types is still discernible in
individual procedural systems, but they all contain differing amounts of allow that may have entered the system because
the purest doctrine of adversariness and inquisition turned out to be impractical or unfair.’).
47
Damaška, ‘Models of Criminal Procedure’ (n 13), at 481 (‘In order to recognize mixtures one needs, of course, an
idea of what constitutes a pristine procedural model: one cannot recognize a mongrel without an idea of pure breed.’).
48
According to Pizzi, the dichromatic vision is counterintuitive; the differences between domestic legal systems do not
make them white and black but rather different ‘gradations of gray’: W. Pizzi, ‘The American “Adversary System”?’,
(1998) 100 West Virginia Law Review 847, at 847.
49
Jörg et al., ‘Are Inquisitorial and Adversarial Systems Converging’ (n 28), at 41 (‘While differences within these
systems are often regarded as incidental, those between them are seen as essential’).
50
F. Tulkens, ‘Main Comparable Features of the Different European Criminal Justice Systems’, in M. Delmas-Marty
(ed.), The Criminal Process and Human Rights: Towards a European Consciousness (Dordrecht/Boston/London:
Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, 1995) 8-9 (‘nowhere is the model any longer pure; it is, for better or worse, contorted,
attenuated, modified … As a system adds, superimposes or eliminates certain features, one can now only say that it
reflects a “dominant model”.’).
51
Ambos, ‘International Criminal Procedure’ (n 12), at 4 (considering the term ‘Anglo-American procedure’ a
misnomer because there is no ‘such a thing as a common criminal procedure of Great Britain and the U.S.A.’).
Illustrating this thesis on the example of witness preparation, see S. Vasiliev, ‘From Liberal Extremity to Safe
Mainstream: The Comparative Controversies of Witness Preparation in the United States’, (2011) 9(2) International
Commentary on Evidence 1 (Article 5).
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Even though the respectable concepts of comparative law are unsatisfactory descriptors, they
are still widely used to denote the abstract models or ideal types of procedure in the sense removed
from specific historical or actual systems. Models are theoretical constructions that simplify the
procedural reality for analytical purposes.52 As recognized by scholars who readily accept the
deficient character of the typology, this is still a predominant and convenient way to refer to
different procedural styles characteristic for common law and civil law.53 The categories help detect
and comprehend the destination of basic elements which, in different combinations, account for the
present diversity of forms of procedural justice both at the national and at the international level. In
this sense, they operate as analytical aids for the examination of criminal procedure which one can
use to deconstruct a procedural system and comprehend the internal logic.
Thus, the distribution of responsibility and control of judges and parties over the collection
and presentation of evidence is commonly viewed as a factor that essentially defines other aspects
of the process, including the structure of the case to be presented and the procedural sequence at
trial.54 With regard to the pre-trial and trial process, the utility of ‘adversarial’ and ‘inquisitorial’
labels nowadays boils down to the question of who bears the primary responsibility for the
collection and examination of evidence and for the ascertainment of the truth.55 The former model
denotes a party-dominated ‘contest’ before a relatively passive judge while the latter stands for
judge-led ‘inquest’ whereby parties play a secondary role. Given that such understanding and use of
the terminology is ubiquitous in the comparative scholarship, the terms indeed serve as ‘floating
signifiers’ across the legal cultures.56
Furthermore, the relevance of the typology as a set of analytical aid or signifiers endures in
international criminal procedure.57 The procedural systems of international criminal tribunals are
built with the same bricks as the national systems.58 For the most part, their procedural regimes are
novel not due to the novelty of components but because they amount to novel combinations of
compounds borrowed from domestic criminal procedure and are applied in a unique context to
cases which give rise to peculiar challenges.59 While creativity is intrinsic in the exercise of reimagining domestic components in the tribunal context, the bulk of international criminal procedure
obeys the familiar laws of ‘procedural chemistry’. The methodological value of concepts
‘adversarial’ and ‘inquisitorial’ models as vehicles for deconstructing the international procedural
mixes continues in international criminal law due to the ‘ubiquity of compounds’, to use Damaška’s

52

On the heuristic value of the ‘two diametrically opposed ideal-types in the Weberian sense’, see Damaška,
‘Evidentiary Barriers to Conviction’ (n 15), at 562 and 577 (‘suggestive caricatures and simplifications departing from
reality’).
53
Ambos, ‘International Criminal Procedure’ (n 12), at 5 (‘With all these reservations the terms adversarial”/
“inquisitorial” will here only be used in the general sense described to reflect the still existing common-civil law
divide.’); A. Orie, ‘Accusatorial v. Inquisitorial Approach in International Criminal Proceedings Prior to the
Establishment of the ICC and in the Proceedings Before the ICC’, in Cassese/Gaeta/Jones (eds), The Rome Statute
1441; Zappalà, ‘Comparative Models’ (n 11), at 42 (With all the caution that is called for when referring to these
dichotomies when describing concrete procedural systems, these notions remain useful analytical devices.’ Footnote
omitted.) McEwan, ‘Ritual, Fairness and Truth’ (n 39), at 52, note 10; Duff, ‘Changing Conceptions of the Scottish
Criminal Trial’ (n 41), at 31.
54
In this vein, see e.g. Reamey, ‘Innovation or Renovation in Criminal Procedure’ (n 10), at 699-700, 705-7.
55
See also Ambos, ‘International Criminal Procedure’ (n 12), at 4.
56
Langer, ‘From Legal Transplants to Legal Translations’ (n 24), at 19 (‘“adversarial” and “inquisitorial” have been
central terms or “floating signifiers” through which the actors of the Anglo-American and the civil law systems have
defined and differentiated their own identity, both from the identity of other traditions as well as from their own past.’).
57
Among others, see Zappalà, ‘Comparative Models’ (n 11), at 43 (‘with all necessary caution as to their value, these
notions still represent a solid reference point in the discussion of international criminal procedure and can still serve a
useful purpose.’).
58
See Chapter 1.
59
Similarly, see Reamey, ‘Innovation or Renovation in Criminal Procedure’ (n 10), at 701 (‘These invented systems …
test new combinations of old processes—and sometimes new processes—in a public forum, arguably one that is
detached from the overpowering influence of any single state's culture, language, politics, or legal tradition.’).
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expression.60 Particularly in the formative stages of international criminal procedure, they provided
an indispensable frame of reference for understanding the origins and evolution of various
procedural components and the links between them as parts of one whole.61
That said, the explanatory power of ‘inquisitorial’ v. ‘adversarial’ terminology as an
analytical framework has continued to be challenged both in the comparative law literature and in
international criminal law.62 Indeed, the dichotomy comes with risks that warrant caution when
employing it for analytical purposes. The first risk is the earlier noted tendency of ‘normativization’
manifesting itself in value-based judgements asserting superiority or inferiority these models
generally or in relation to specific aspects of process.63 Such use of the models should be avoided.
Secondly, there is a considerable risk of overgeneralization of differences between systems labelled
as ‘adversarial’ and ‘inquisitorial’, on the one hand, and under-appreciation of similarities between
jurisdictions located on different sides of this divide, on the other hand.64 In the present and
subsequent chapters whenever the ‘adversarial’/‘inquisitorial’ terminology is employed,65 this risk
will, at least in part, be reduced by complementing the comparative discussion in terms of abstract
models by references to the law and practice in specific national jurisdictions. This way, otherwise
sterile models can be aligned better with the multifarious and complex reality of domestic criminal
justice and their analytical potential be employed for the purpose of examining the structures of
criminal procedure.
Thus, the recognition of limitations of the ‘adversarial’ and ‘inquisitorial’ terminology does
not require discarding its methodological value. These considerations will be taken over to the
following sections examining the trial from a comparative perspective.

3. TRIAL AS THE PHASE
3.1 Evidentiary continuity and finality of decisions
A panoramic view on the criminal process in both adversarial and inquisitorial systems reveals at
least three main broad stages, subject to a wide variation across individual jurisdictions: (i) an
investigative and pre-trial stage during which the charges are drawn, the evidence is collected,
analyzed, and reviewed; the suspect identified, his presence and participation are ensured by means
of arrest or summons; the case is sent for trial; and the necessary measures to prepare the case for
trial are carried out; (ii) the trial stage during which the case is presented, charges are tested through
examination of evidence by the court and the parties; deliberations are held and a judgement is
rendered on the guilt or innocence of the accused and, if appropriate, a sentence is handed down;
and (iii) the post-trial stage, including appeals and revision, during which the final and some of the
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M.R. Damaška, The Faces of Justice and State Authority: A Comparative Approach to the Legal Process (New
Haven, CN: Yale University Press, 1986) 241-2 (‘If the real world is one of mixtures, … what is the point in developing
pure styles? … The answer to this query … is similar to the one a student of chemical elements would give a critic
pointing to the ubiquity of compounds: it is hoped that a kind of analytical chemistry can be performed on existing
procedures and that … some of their mysteries can be brought to the surface and observed.’).
61
Similarly, see Zappalà, ‘Comparative Models’ (n 11), at 43.
62
Challenging the value of the ‘inquisitorial versus adversarial’ terminology and respective models as analytical tools
in the context of comparative criminal procedure in the national and international context, see J. Hatchard, B. Huber
and R. Vogler, Comparative Criminal Procedure (London: British Institute of International and Comparative Law,
1996) 6; H. Jung, ‘Nothing But the Truth? Some Facts, Impressions and Confessions about Truth in Criminal
Procedure’, in Duff et al. (eds.), The Trial on Trial 1 (n 7), at 153; G. Boas, The Milošević Trial: Lessons for the
Conduct of Complex International Criminal Proceedings (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007) 9 (‘it is now
time to abandon the preoccupation of international criminal courts and tribunals with this dichotomy and embrace the
newly created system of international criminal law as a jurisdiction in its own right.’).
63
See Chapter 1.
64
M. Damaška, ‘Structures of Authority and Comparative Criminal Procedure’, (1975) 84 Yale Law Journal 480, at
481; Reamey, ‘Innovation or Renovation in Criminal Procedure’ (n 10), at 702.
65
Chapters 8-12.
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interim decisions taken at trial.66 Being a rough division, this classification may be the lowest
common denominator of the two principal models of procedure. Any attempt at a more refine and
elaborate distinction with view to outlining the subdivision of the stages into components or
providing more accuracy regarding extra-sequential steps such as interlocutory appeals would slip
in the quicksand of material differences between the two types of systems and individual
jurisdictions where little to nothing in common can be detected.
While being relatively autonomous units due to the distribution of functions amongst them,
procedural stages are interlinked with one another as part of a single coherent whole by virtue of
interdependency of those functions. The connections between procedural activities undertaken in
different stages ensure the harmony and overall consistency of criminal process that is a
prerequisite for the achievement of its objectives. The significance and functions of the trial process
cannot be properly understood without have had regard to the rationales and scope of the pre-trial
activities and the appeal review. Thus, according to Hodgson,
Any explanation of the trial must also necessarily be linked to the pre-trial phase: the ways in which the
case is investigated and evidence gathered will impact on the ways in which it is then scrutinized by the
court, just as the nature of the trial process will itself influence the way in which the evidence is prepared
during the pre-trial phase.67

There is also an inextricable link between the trial and post-trial stages. For example, the
issues such as the modes and purpose of trial hearing in part of the examination of evidence
(including the presence of a dossier, if any) and the method of arriving at a trial verdict, being a
result of deliberation either by a professional bench or by lay juror predetermine the legal authority
and finality of the trial court’s decision. In turn, this shapes the ambit of the appellate review,
including the type of decisions eligible for review, the type of alleged errors serving as grounds for
review, and the scope of appellate powers. The degree of isolation or linkage between the phases
depends on the continuity of evidentiary record, which denotes the deference to, and reliance on,
the evidence collected and examined at a preceding stage by the relevant court, and the finality of
decisions reached at a given phase.
In the adversarial systems, criminal process is phased more rigidly and the distinction
between the phases in terms of evidentiary discontinuity is strictly observed.68 Given that the
process is party- rather than court-driven, parties conduct parallel investigations and amass and
analyze evidence in the preparation of their respective cases. There is no single ‘case of the truth’
laid down in the dossier that is to be tested in the course of a substantive hearing, but rather two
clashing accounts presented to the triers of fact by advocates representing each party from which
the truth of the matter will emerge if the procedural rules have been duly complied with. Decisionmakers at trial—often lay jurors who decide on the verdict independently from a professional judge
or lay magistrates, depending on the type of the case—are not involved in the previous procedural
stages. As a guarantee of impartiality, they are unacquainted with, and shielded from, the partisan
evidence before it is properly adduced and tested at trial.
The isolation of adjudicators from pre-trial activities concerning evidence and the virtual lack
of pre-trial function, besides issuance of warrants for coercive measures, explains the absence of a
formal pre-trial phase.69 Being a climactic and intensive event, the trial is the concentration of all
66

See e.g. Nijboer, ‘Comparative Perspectives on the Judicial Role’ (n 28), at 22.
J. Hodgson, ‘Conceptions of the Trial in Inquisitorial and Adversarial Procedure’, in A. Duff et al. (eds), The Trial on
Trial, Vol. 2: Judgement and Calling to Account (Oxford/Portland, OR: Hart Publishing, 2006) 223.
68
Weigend, ‘Is the Criminal Process about Truth?’ (n 35), at 163-4 (‘There exists … a precarious relationship between
the pretrial and the trial stages of the criminal process. In some legal systems, especially those belonging to the common
law family, the two phases of the criminal process are kept strictly separate, whereas other systems allow (more or less
liberally) information to be imported from the pretrial investigation into the trial.’).
69
Damaška, The Faces of Justice (n 60), at 57 (‘the conspicuous absence of a stage truly comparable to the preparatory
proceedings on the Continent’; ‘Because of th[e] absence of official investigators, the preparatory stages of the Anglo67
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consequential activities regarding evidence and is therefore the primary or effectively the only main
stage of criminal proceedings. This of course does not dismiss but rather underlines the importance
of activities by the parties in conducting their evidentiary inquiries, conducting the analysis of
evidence, preparing it for presentation (such as by means of proofing witnesses), and negotiating
with the opposing party about the possible consensual disposition.70 But, in principle, there exist no
channels through which the results of partisan pre-trial investigations could be imported into the
trial other than the proof-taking at trial. The judicial link between the pre-trial and trial is
deliberately severed, and the isolation of the fact-finder from the previous exposure to prejudicial
and untested information is jealously guarded. For example, making the pre-trial and the trial stages
strictly separate through limiting the access by trial judges to the evidence gathered in the pre-trial
was an intended outcome of the adversarial reform in Italy.71 However, the resistance of the players
in the Italian procedural system, rooted in their pre-existing ‘inquisitorial’ mindset, manifested itself
in a broad interpretation by courts of the possibility to introduce the transcripts of pre-trial
interrogation or written statements into the trial proceedings.
Similarly, the appellate stage in adversarial systems amounts to a separate and less than
ordinary stage.72 This accords the trial court’s factual findings with considerable deference and is
illustrative of a degree of discontinuity in the development of evidentiary record through the
adversary process. Adversarial jury trials are bifurcated into two—guilt-determination and
sentencing—phases, which mirrors the distribution of decision-making competence between the
jury and the professional judge and the strict delimitation between their functions, as a matter of
jury’s independence from the bench. The adversarial trial system entrusts the tasks of assessing and
weighing evidence, deciding on the truth of facts, and rendering the verdict exclusively to lay jurors
while the professional judge decided on the sentence as a matter of law. This is one manifestation of
the coordinate, or decentralized mode of adjudication characteristic for adversarial settings.73 Given
that jurors are random peers of the defendants and community members untrained in law, they are
not expected and may not be required to provide a reasoned opinion in support of the verdict.
Consequently, the appellate instance, which comprises professional judges, is prevented from
knowing the grounds for the verdict. The appellate bench can therefore not carry out a meaningful
and detailed review of the verdict, including the veracity of facts implied therein and its overall
righteousness. Having neither examined the evidence first-hand nor observed the demeanour of
witnesses, it is left to treat the jury verdict with deference and is in principle precluded from
reversing the judgment on the issues of fact. As a matter of adjudicative autonomy of the jury, there
is nothing in a verdict that could be reviewed in terms of correctness of reasoning or analysis of
evidence. A rigorous inquiry into the congruence of factual findings underpinning the verdict would
encroach upon the jury’s exclusive competence to acquit or convict.74 It would also undermine the
right of the defendant to a trial by his peers (as there is no jury in the appeal court). Therefore, the

American process in both civil and criminal matters were never as tightly integrated into the subsequent proceedings as
was the case with Continental preliminary stage’).
70
See Nijboer, ‘The American Adversarial System in Criminal Cases’ (n 36), at 94-5 (emphasizing the importance of
preparatory activities by the parties in pre-trial in adversarial systems).
71
Arts 431 and 511-3, Code of Criminal Procedure (Italy). For discussion, see Weigend, ‘Is the Criminal Process about
Truth?’ (n 35), at 1630-4; E. Grande, ‘Italian Criminal Justice: Borrowing and Resistance’, (2000) 48 American Journal
of Comparative Law 227, at 237-40; Langer, ‘From Legal Transplants to Legal Translations’ (n 24), at 15, 47-8.
72
Damaška, The Faces of Justice (n 60), at 59 (‘Far from being a regular sequel to the trial, or a normally anticipated
further stage of the process, superior review is more in the nature of an extraordinary and independent proceeding.’).
73
Damaška, ‘Structures of Authority’ (n 64), at 512 (on the common law jury as ‘a classic example of an autonomous
decisionmaking body in the administration of justice’ and a way to ‘bring to bear local conceptions of justice upon
decisiomaking and adjust the crude substantive criminal law to the circumstances of individual cases’).
74
Damaška, ‘Structures of Authority’ (n 64), at 492 (‘the largely inscrutable and often unchallengeable general verdict
represents a crowning example of autonomous rather than delegated adjudicative powers’); Grande, ‘Dances of
Criminal Justice’ (n 31), at 159.
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trial decisions are presumed final and res judicata, upon which the appellate review is bound to be
modest and limited to errors of law.75
The overbearing emphasis on the trial proceedings reduces the reach of the appellate review
in a number of ways. The appellate court has no or only limited independent fact-finding powers
and relies on the trial record, which entails its substantial dependency on the results of the previous
stage. The main function of appeals is to rectify errors of law resulting from the wrong application
of law such as improprieties occurring during jury instruction by the judge or mistaken decisions on
the admission of evidence. The purpose is not to conduct a trial de novo or to ensure the correct use
of the admitted evidence.76 Thus, as the parties are precluded from rearguing their case, new
evidence is allowed only if it is relevant and was unavailable during trial, despite the exercise of
reasonable diligence by the moving party.
Since no effective and direct review of a verdict is possible on the merits, the test applied by
the appellate instance in its limited review of facts, is to speculate whether a hypothetical
‘reasonable tribunal of fact’ could have reached the impugned conclusion.77 For instance, the
principled isolation of the trial adjudication from appeals in the US system results in a conception
that the completion of the trial stage largely ends the criminal proceeding and the jeopardy to the
defendant posed by criminal charges.78 An overconfident appellate review risks running afoul of the
fundamental protection against the repeated prosecution for the same conduct (‘double jeopardy’),
which is strictly interpreted.79 The same principle applies to prosecutorial appeals against acquittals,
which are ruled out altogether or are very limited in the common law jurisdictions.80 The absence of
rigorous and regular appellate review reinforces the finality of trial judgments and decision-making
autonomy of original adjudicator. Thus, the horizontal fragmentation of adjudication (between the
jury and the bench) transforms into the vertical (trial to appeal) discontinuity.
By contrast, in inquisitorial systems, criminal proceedings are structured as ‘a methodical
succession of stages’.81 Within the sequence of the process trials are ‘merely one episode in an
ongoing sequence and are thus an inept symbol for describing the total effort’.82 To critics of the
‘inquisitorial’ style, this continuous procedure might rather appears as a ‘Kafkaesque’ and
bureaucratic process in which any finding of fact or of law may be revisited and amended at every
subsequent stage. This continuous procedure is in stark contrast with the common law emphasis on
the trial:
75

Damaška, ‘Structures of Authority’ (n 64), at 514-4 (‘The lasting vitality of the notion of trial adjudication as final
also accounts for the relatively limited scope of appeal’); id., The Faces of Justice (n 60), at 48 and 57-9 (showing the
weak and extraordinary character of the appellate review); Grande, ‘Dances of Criminal Justice’ (n 31), at 159.
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Damaška, ‘Structures of Authority’ (n 64), at 515 n87.
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Damaška, The Faces of Justice (n 60), at 60.
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Damaška, ‘Structures of Authority’ (n 64), at 514 (‘Because the notion has not been entirely discarded that the
decision of the trial court terminates the criminal proceeding, appellate review seems to conflict with the guarantee
against double jeopardy: Review appears as a “new jeopardy” rather than the continuation of the original one.’); id., The
Faces of Justice (n 60), at 59.
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The prosecutor (or the juge d’instruction) comes to a decision about guilt or innocence, and then passes
the cases to the trial court, which also makes a decision about the guilt or innocence, and which then
permits the case to be heard by the first appellate court, which is also allowed to call witnesses and review
the facts bearing on guilt or innocence. This continuous system may have advantages in avoiding
repetitive assessments of the same issues. Yet it violates the fundamental instincts of common law jurists
who see the trial court as the only legitimate body entrusted with the capacity to make a decision about
guilt or innocence.83

The evidentiary continuity mirrors the multi-layered hierarchy of career judiciary in the
‘hierarchical’ officialdom associated with structure of authority in the Continental jurisdictions. The
pre-trial investigations are an official activity conducted by the police under guidance of judicial
authorities—the prosecution office or the examining magistrate (juge d’instruction)—and all
evidence is assembled into a case file (dossier). The evidence contained in the case file may be
consulted before trial by all actors involved and, to use Damaška’s expression, ‘remains in the
wings of the trial like the prompter at an amateur play’.84 During the trial, the dossier is relied upon
heavily by the presiding judge. One of the ways to adduce evidence is reading out the documents
from the dossier into the trial record.85 To a large extent and with important exceptions presented by
countries with ‘reformed’ inquisitorial procedure (e.g. Germany),86 the purpose of questioning the
accused and hearing witnesses and experts at trial is to verify the evidence on the case record and to
certify the propriety of preceding activities, rather than to genuinely examine the evidence anew.
Therefore, the inquisitorial procedure is landmarked by a higher degree of evidentiary continuity
between the pre-trial and trial process.
Furthermore, the relationship between the trial phase and the appeals is quite different on the
Continent than in the Anglo-American world. The continental criminal process is distinguished by a
more explicit presence of a higher court in the wings of trial adjudication due to a far-reaching
review and a lower threshold for intervention in the trial court’s fact-finding. In the context of a
‘hierarchical officialdom’ and the correspondent structure of a judiciary system, interference by a
higher judicial authority in the decision-making of the trial court is a regular occurrence, as a result
of closer oversight.87 Furthermore, the decision-making is not fragmented between different classes
of functionaries. Either lay participation in criminal procedure is absent (e.g. Netherlands and Italy)
or the jury’s adjudicative autonomy is limited because jurors form part of collegial benches along
with professional judges who due to their experience and autonomy naturally dominate the process
and exert influence on lay assessors (e.g. Germany and France).88 In the ‘hierarchical’ structure of
judicial authority in inquisitorial systems, unsupervised involvement by laypersons in the
administration of justice tends to be viewed with skepticism.89 The professional (or mixed) benches
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are expected to state reasons for their decisions in order to enable future review, even though the
Continental (in particular, French) judicial style is known to be considerably more formalist and
impenetrable than opinions by appellate or supreme court judges at common law.90
The unified and professional model of adjudication makes pervasive review by the higherinstance court not only possible, but also a regular and even ex officio duty.91 Such review is
assisted by the fact that full written record in the case including the results of official investigation
and the material adduced during the trial are available to the reviewing instance. Besides, the
cassation court is vested with own fact-finding powers (such as calling witnesses and ordering
additional investigations) and does not need to confine itself to examining the trial record. It may
conduct review of a broader range of decisions and on a broader range of grounds, including the
alleged errors regarding facts and sentence.92 Thus, unlike in common law countries, appellate
process may well amount to a substantive reconsideration of the case whereby the trial court’s
reliance on evidence, the reasonableness of its factual findings and completeness of the evidentiary
basis for the judgement will be at stake.93 For example, in Germany and in France, the first level of
appeals (respectively, Berufung and appel) normally amounts to a trial de novo on facts, as opposed
to other forms of appellate review that exclusively concerns issues of law (cassation in France and
Revision in Germany).94
In many Continental jurisdictions, the appellate court is teethed with broad powers to reverse
and modify the trial judgement or substitute it for that of its own. In contrast to the Anglo-American
world, the appellate review is elevated to a guarantee of fairness and the right to appeal often enjoys
a constitutional status.95 As a result, the decisions of the appellate instance possess a high level of
authority in the judicial system. Legal opinions of the higher judicial authority are normally adhered
to by continental judges even in the absence of the obligation to do so, unlike under a common-law
stare decisis doctrine, for the reason that decisions departing from a higher court’s view stand a
high chance of reversal.96 The corollary of the accessibility of appellate review in inquisitorial
systems is that the finality and enforceability of trial decisions is deferred until the exhaustion of
appellate remedies. The appellate process is deemed a natural continuation of the trial for the
purpose of ne bis in idem.97 Since the trial and appeals count as one proceeding, this rule, being an
analogy to the Anglo-American double jeopardy protection, poses no obstacle to the prosecutorial
appeals against acquittals.98 The regularity and broad scope of review deprive the trial decisions of
finality and reduce the climactic character of the phase as a unique locus of truth-finding and
decision-making.
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3.2 Character and layout of trial
The differences between the two legal traditions surveyed in respect of the layout and subdivision
of the trial stage are substantial.99 One may debate whether the variance in the trial scheme
supersedes differences in the structure of other phases, notably the pre-trial.100 The diversity of the
‘faces’ of trial across the ‘adversarial’ and ‘inquisitorial’ divide is unsurprising given dissimilar
understandings of ‘truth’ and entrenched perceptions of professional roles of judges and counsel.
Adversarial trials are traditionally structured as a contest between the two adverse parties
before a laissez-faire judge and the passive lay jurors who possess no prior knowledge of the case
and evidence. The adjudicators’ passivity at trial is a consequence of their lack of antecedent
knowledge of partisan cases. The normative aspect of this attitude is to serve as a demonstration
and guarantee of impartiality. That said, the trial judge’s passivity is a matter of degree: for
example, in England and Wales judges traditionally take a more active approach at trial than in the
US.101 Even though a common law trial judge nominally holds fact-finding powers such as calling
evidence proprio motu and questioning witnesses,102 those are exercised with utmost restraint and
rarely invoked.103 Intervention by a judge in the examination of evidence at trial that goes beyond
questions meant to clarify testimony and interruptions of repetitive or unfair questioning is
undesirable. Such judicial conduct risks impeding the parties in the effective presentation and/or
testing of the evidence and undermining their case strategy. Judicial activism at trial is therefore
liable to be complained of to a higher court as an indication of bias against one of the parties.104
An ‘ignorant and unprepared’ adjudicator who lacks familiarity with the case is in a position
neither to conduct meaningful questioning nor to appreciate the potential prejudicial effects of his
interventions for one of the parties. To use Judge Frankel’s famous expression, an active judge
without prior access to an investigative file will become ‘a blind and blundering intruder, acting in
spasms as sudden flashes of seeming light may lead or mislead him at odd times’.105 The problem is
that unbridled intervention in the evidentiary process is likely to confer an ‘unintended advantage’
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on the opponent and unfairly slant the contest in his favour.106 In an adversarial setting, such an
advantage would be difficult to justify by any ulterior goals (e.g. truth-finding), given that fair play,
impartiality of the bench, and the equidistance of parties are regarded as the precondition of the
truth emerging in the case.107 Given the judge’s authority, the jury is likely to interpret such
questions as indicative of the judge’s opinion about the merits of the party’s case and the strength of
a specific piece of evidence. In that case, jurors may inappropriately be led to form their decision as
to guilt of the accused based on such perception, instead of their own appreciation of the
evidence.108
The trial in adversarial systems is the only forum where the evidence can be submitted to the
jury for examination – ‘the relevant locus for fact-finding’.109 It is a stage that comprises the
broadest range of procedural activities and decisions, including rulings regarding the admission of
evidence. This trial paradigm is sometimes referred to as ‘one-day-in-court’ because all the material
in the case is examined in a ‘single block of time’, as ‘a single, continuous forensic episode’.110 As
aptly put by Fletcher,
common law jurists … see the trial court as the only legitimate body entrusted with the capacity to make a
decision about guilt or innocence. The prosecution is supposed to decide merely whether there is probable
cause to go forward, and the appellate court hears appeals solely on questions of law ... . Thus the
common law system focuses not on pre-trial and post-trial confirmation but exclusively on the decisions
reached at trial. This is aptly described as a system that grants the defendant his ‘day in court’ (of course,
the day may last a year or longer).111

The trait of the trial being a concentrated and intensive event has implications for the general
dynamic of the trial process: ‘A genuinely concentrated trial, even if well prepared, requires that
decisions be based largely on fresh impressions, including surprise, shock, the spell of superficial
rhetoric, and perhaps even theatrics.’112 The absence of an analogue of a Continental dossier serving
as a script for the trial imbues the ‘day-in-court’ scheme with dramatic developments and
unexpected turns, particularly at cross-examination.113 The intrigue is amplified by the virtual
finality of the forthcoming judgment and the comparable level of knowledge of the details of the
case by the jury and by the observers in the public gallery.114
The adversarial trial is a protracted, complex, and resource-intensive enterprise taking the
form of ‘an exquisite minuet of confrontational steps’.115 The proof-taking and partisan debates
require a structure; the multiplicity of successive steps in testing evidence is ordered as a way to
preserve fair play because each party must be provided with an equal opportunity to present the
case to the jury. The cognitive needs of the jurors naïve about the evidence demand that the
adversary combat not be led astray, that parties do not speak past each other, and that proof and
refutation logically interlock. For the jury to be able to comprehend the evidence, the sequence of
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proceedings is thoroughly regulated and made predictable, subject to limited discretion in changing
the preset order.
Thus, a formal and rigid algorithm is imposed on the proceeding whereby every step—
proposing evidence and raising challenges to it, making opening statements, calling and questioning
witnesses, adducing rebuttal and rejoinder evidence, addressing the jury with closing arguments is
to be made in strict accordance with the established chronology. A failure to raise objections, to
have specific evidence or argument heard, to use procedural remedies in a timely fashion does not
stand consideration chance for correction subsequently.116 The finality of the micro-steps of trial
mirrors the logic behind the finality of the trial phase in the absence of a regular and comprehensive
review. This feature of a ‘day-in-court’ scheme may have as a result the numerous interruptions of
the flow of trial and discontinuity of proof-taking because the resolution of petty questions and
procedural objections may be required in order to proceed forward.117 This stop-start mode
contributes to the already significant overall length of the proceedings accumulating due to
repetitive rounds of questioning on the same issues, making the ‘day-in-court’ last months.118
The structural sophistication and methodism of the Anglo-American version of trial is
unparalleled: First of all, it is bifurcated into two phases: a guilt-determining, or proof-taking stage
at which evidence relating to the verdict is heard; and a sentencing stage which takes place upon the
verdict of guilty and where submissions on the appropriate sentence are received. This is a corollary
of the split of adjudication on the issues of facts and issues of law. Pre-trial investigation and the
preparation for trial by means of proofing witnesses shortly in advance of testimony are the
responsibility of each party. Consequently, the parties determine their case strategy independently
and the presentation of evidence at trial is party-driven. The ‘contest’ paradigm entails a bipartite
structure of the evidentiary stage as composed of the two—defence and prosecution—cases. Each
piece of evidence is presented by the party who proposes it and is then challenged by the adversary.
The fact-finding stage of an adversary trial represents a ‘rival use of evidentiary sources’ whereby
‘[t]he information about the facts of the case reaches the adjudicator in the form of two alternating
one-sided accounts’.119
The trial hearing commences with an opening statement by the party with the burden of proof
(prosecution) and/or both parties. Its purpose is to introduce the case to the jury and to facilitate
their comprehension of the evidence. Upon the completion of the opening phase, the prosecution
presents its case-in-chief by adducing the testimony of witnesses and experts in the order it deems
fit. The order of presenting witnesses interweaves with the sequence of examining witnesses. For
each of its witnesses, the prosecution conducts an examination-in-chief seeking to adduce evidence
supporting its case. The defence then conducts a cross-examination, which seeks to challenge the
evidence contained in the testimony or the witness credibility and/or to adduce evidence beneficial
to the defence case. After that, the prosecution may re-examine the witness to clarify matters arising
for the first time during cross-examination and the defence may re-cross-examine on matters which
arose during re-examination. Once the prosecution rests its case, the defence may file a mid-trial
motion for the judgement of acquittal on the ground that there is no case to answer. In case the
motion is dismissed and the accused not acquitted, the trial proceeds to the defence stage of the case
whereby the defence may present its own evidence, to be examined by the parties in the same
manner as the prosecution evidence. Upon the completion of the defence case-in-chief, the
prosecution may present evidence in rebuttal to contradict the defence evidence and the defence
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may present evidence in rejoinder to contradict the rebuttal). The proof-taking stage is completed
with closing arguments which present a structured debate on the evidence that was admitted and
presented at trial. A judge then instructs the jury and jurors retire to deliberate in private to return a
verdict of guilty or not guilty. In case of a guilty verdict, the proceedings before trial court move on
to sentence-determination whereby parties makes sentencing submissions to the court including the
information on aggravating or mitigating circumstances. These are the general contours of the
adversarial trial structure.120 Although the practice in common law jurisdictions evinces variation,
the principal logic of confrontation between two opposing accounts is ubiquitous.
As compared to the adversarial model, continental trials have a less composite and
fragmented structure. They tend to be organized around specific items of evidence contained in the
dossier and follow the thematic order rather than party-based order in the first place. This enables a
less dispersed and more focused examination of all evidence on an issue-per-issue basis. The judgeled rather than party-dominated character of inquisitorial trials entails that judges (and especially
the presiding judge) play a leading role in eliciting evidence from the defendant, witnesses, experts,
and civil parties, if any. Parties are considerably less active than in the adversarial systems – their
role is to assist the bench in establishing the truth by bringing to its attention the aspects of evidence
which are relevant in light of that purpose. Given that the bulk of examination and testing takes
place in the pre-trial stage, continental trials tends to be relatively brief, less formalized, and an
efficient way of disposing of a criminal case.121
Equipped with the knowledge of the dossier (the degree of which may vary per jurisdiction),
the presiding judge would normally first interrogate the accused and then hear other evidentiary
sources (experts, witnesses, and civil parties). At all times, judges may ask questions, interrupt
examination or turn down proposed questions by other actors, order additional evidence, and take
any measures necessary to ensure expeditious and rational proceedings.122 Zealous advocacy,
combative litigation practices, and vigorous and probing cross-examination are misplaced in the
judge-dominated context. Engagement in such practices would imply that the judges or the
examining magistrate did not do their job properly, which would be a precarious litigation
manoeuvre.123 The function of counsel is merely to facilitate the official inquiry into the facts, not
to obstruct the pace of the proceedings. Objections to the evidence in the dossier, challenges to the
credibility of witnesses, and other confrontational methods of litigation are unusual and unwelcome.
They take away a degree of judicial control over the progress of the case. They are inconsistent with
the parameters of professional roles and the assumptions about professionalism, competence, and
integrity of the judges engrained in the system run by career judiciary. The elements of surprise,
theatrics, and rhetoric that targets lay rather than professional legal minds, are extraneous to the
psyche of participants in a continental courtroom.124
A typical continental trial is ‘no day-in-court trial as a culminating procedural event – at least
not in the sense that the material for the decision is fully presented to the adjudicator as a whole, in
one continuous block of time and in a form unmediated by prior procedural action’.125 The trial
proceedings unfold without turning points, interruptions, and sudden developments – instead, the
case develops gradually and smoothly.126 The ‘piecemeal’, or ‘instalment’ trial style sits well with
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the structure of the court. The absence (or a weak role) of lay adjudicators makes it possible to
allow for numerous rounds of inquiry and revisit issues previously examined without fear that the
jury would be unavailable in the same composition at a later stage.127 Should an unexpected
development occur causing an interruption or delay, the ‘inquest’ is simply suspended to resume
‘once the dust has settled’.128 Being an attribute of the hierarchical officialdom associated with
Continental structures of authority, this readiness to ‘take a break’ reflects the bureaucratic
judiciary’s abhorrence of premature conclusions based on first impressions and rickety grounds
rather than on solid investigative results contained in the dossier.129
Characterized by syncretism, simplicity, and informality, Continental trials are structured less
rigidly and the sequence of hearing evidence is more readily adjustable. There is less need for
formalization and stringent regulation of the order of proceedings than in the adversarial settings.
Among others, this has to do with the judicial domination and the need to preserve discretion of the
presiding judge in structuring the fact-finding inquiry in accordance with the cognitive needs of the
bench; the limited importance of the process as a conduit to a decision; and the emphasis on written
materials rather than oral testimony. The ‘inquisitorial’ model does not contemplate a fragmentation
of decision-making authority on the facts and the law between lay and career judges. Hence, there is
no bifurcation into a guilt-determination and a sentencing stage; the trial judgment contains both
verdict and sentence, in case of conviction.130 Nor is there a conceptual and temporal watershed
between the two cases for the prosecution and for the defence, but only one case of the court. The
presiding judge decides on its internal structure and may choose to change the order of the
appearance of witnesses and sequence of examination in the interests of a more efficient
ascertainment of truth.
Subject to jurisdiction-specific nuances, the trial proceedings are structured as follows. First,
the presiding judge asks the accused questions intended to verify his or her identity and to clarify
facts of his or her biography, including the issue of prior convictions.131 After a series of
preliminary questions, the prosecutor or a court clerk will read out the charges. In substance, the
trial begins with the judicial interrogation of the accused on the facts that serve as the basis for the
charges, and the accused is provided an opportunity to counter them by presenting a coherent
version of events.132 This is followed by questions asked by the prosecutor, civil parties, and the
defence, which are sometimes asked with leave of the presiding judges or through that judge, as a
matter of judicial control over the fact-finding. The accused enjoys the right to remain silent
throughout. Although silence may not result in adverse inferences against him or her, the immediate
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inappropriate for the trial by jury, given that the same jury may not be available at any time when, for instance, new
evidence emerges).
128
Damaška, The Faces of Justice (n 60), at 53.
129
Ibid., at 51 and 53.
130
Damaška, ‘Evidentiary Barriers to Conviction’ (n 15), at 536 n65 and 559. E.g. in Germany, both lay and career
judges sit in the same ‘mixed’ bench: Bradley, ‘The Exclusionary Rule in Germany’ (n 88), at 1063 n163.
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B. McKillop, ‘Behind the Faces of Justice’, (1990) 15 Bulletin of Australian Social and Legal Philosophy 55, at 55.
132
Damaška, ‘Evidentiary Barriers to Conviction’ (n 15), at 529 (as opposed to the proclaimed rationale of responding
to charges, the real reason for starting the trial with the interrogation of the accused is that the accused is tacitly
regarded a major evidentiary source). On the status of parties as evidentiary sources, see id., The Faces of Justice (n
60), at 128-30.
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character of communication between the accused and the president implies an expectation that the
accused would speak and this indeed puts a certain pressure on him or her to do so.133
If the accused speaks, he or she may not make a solemn declaration or an oath that witnesses
are required to make prior to testimony and is not liable for supplying the court with false
information. This is sometimes referred to as ‘the right to lie’, although the term is not fitting
because the accused is of course hoped to help the court establish the truth – but by no means
obliged to do so as a consequence of the right to silence.134 The natural inclination of the accused to
exonerate him- or herself is taken into account by judges when evaluating any responses or
statements. Depending on the evidentiary record, the personality and demeanour of the accused, his
or her statements may be disbelieved, discarded, or accorded lesser weight than other proof. A
confession of guilt ensuing from the court interrogation does not result in a cessation of the hearing.
The confession will be treated but as one piece of evidence like any other. The judges will still be
under an obligation to ensure that the truth of the matter is established and that there is sufficient
factual basis for the judgment. Hence the hearing of evidence will continue as usual: ‘An official
inquiry must … disregard possible interparty arrangements, and pursue the search for the real truth;
confessions do not relieve the continental judge of his duty to conduct the trial in the usual
manner’.135
Upon the interrogation of the accused, the court will examine witnesses, experts and civil
parties whom the parties will be able to question as well. Witnesses will normally testify on facts
reiterating depositions given during the pre-trial stage and contained in the case file in the form of
procès-verbaux or summaries.136 Testimony develops in a narrative form uninterrupted by questions
unless they are necessary for the purpose of clarification or ensuring relevance. Upon establishing
what the witness knows about the matter, the presiding judge proceeds to questioning the witness in
light of the judge’s reading of the dossier.137 In contrast with trials in the Anglo-American tradition,
the communication between the bench and the providers of evidence is kept direct and informal and
does not follow the rigid question-and-answer format.138
However, judicial interrogation also serves as an equivalent of cross-examination, given that
some questions posed by the judges may go to the issues of credibility of the witness.139
Subsequently, the parties may ask questions on issues left unaddressed by judicial interrogation.
Given the judges’ leading role in eliciting evidence and the exhaustive character of their
questioning, the parties’ role in this regard will be secondary and marginal, as compared to the
adversary system.140 Towards the conclusion of evidence, the parties may take the floor to provide
and exchange their perspectives on the case and legal arguments, although such exchange will
likely be not nearly as confrontational as in an adversarial setting.141 The defendant is permitted to
address the court with a last word and thereby provide the court with a personal perspective on the
133

Damaška, ‘Evidentiary Barriers to Conviction’ (n 15), at 527 (the ‘realistic concern’ that an adverse inference would
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Pizzi, Trials without Truth (n 117), at 22 (in continental trial systems, witnesses are ‘always permitted to testify in
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Procedure’ (n 10), at 706.
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evidence heard in the case and on the proceedings in general. After this final statement, the trial
concludes with judicial deliberation in private. Lay assessors (jurors) and judge(s) may deliberate
jointly, or jurors are requested to respond to specific queries, for example, as to whether certain
facts in the case have been established and/or whether the accused is proven guilty with respect to
incriminated facts in their intimate conviction. Finally, a single written decision on the guilt and, if
appropriate, sentence is returned, which concludes the trial proceedings in the case.
This concludes the general overview of the character, organization, and internal structure of
the trial phase in the adversarial and inquisitorial systems. The significant differences in the
appearance and layout of the trial across the grand divide leave no doubt about their non-accidental
nature. It stands to reason that those differences are underlain by a more fundamental and
subterranean variance in the prevalent conceptions about what the criminal trial is to achieve and
how it is supposed to do so. The following section will turn to the issue of functions of the trial,
with an emphasis on the core function of truth-finding, to demonstrate that the two systems interpret
this notion differently and this has a bearing on their approaches towards truth-finding and
respective procedural mechanisms. In the second part, that section will also address the sociological
effects and external aspects of trial process, being distinct from its proper functions, and discuss
how the different conceptions of truth and preferred approaches to truth-finding through criminal
process are reflected on the corporeal features of the adversarial and inquisitorial process.

4. FUNCTION OF TRIALS: TRUTH-FINDING
4.1 Objectives of justice and functions of trial, and truth
The main purpose of criminal procedure as ‘adjectival law’ is to enforce the prescriptions of
substantive criminal law.142 The criminal process itself is a multiple-stage operation underpinned by
an ‘unruly mix of objectives [which] varies from stage to stage’.143 The trial as a stage of criminal
proceedings implements goals that inform the assigned functions in the context of the process as a
whole and that distinguish it from other procedural stages.
In a specific sense, the administration of criminal justice pursues the objective of establishing
whether the defendant is guilty of a crime and, if the answer is in the positive, punishing him or
her.144 In turn, depending on what penal theory one adheres to, punishment may be interpreted as
the pursuit of retribution for the offence (‘retributive theory’); incapacitation of the offender,
prevention of future violations (including both general and special deterrence), rehabilitation and
re-education of the offender (‘utilitarian’ or ‘consequentialist’ accounts);145 or to express the
condemnation of the crime by the community (‘expressivist’ theories).146 Thereby justice is meted
142

See e.g. M.S. Groenhuijsen, ‘Herstel, schadevergoeding en normbevestiging. Naar een processuele vertaling van
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M. Damaška, ‘Truth in Adjudication’, (1997-8) 49 Hastings Law Journal 289, at 305; A. Ashworth, Sentencing and
Criminal Justice (London: Weigenfeld and Nicolson, 1992) 55.
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Damaška, ‘Truth in Adjudication’ (n 143), at 305.
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philosophy perspectives. Suffice it to say that retributive theories defend the deontological view rooted in Immanuel
Kant’s ‘categorical imperative’: see among others P. Roberts, ‘Theorising Procedural Tradition: Subjects, Objects, and
Values in Criminal Adjudication’, in Duff et al. (eds), The Trial on Trial 2 (n 67), at 50-2; M.S. Moore, Placing Blame
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1997). For an example of modern ‘consequentialist’ accounts (traceable to Jeremy
Bentham’s An Introduction to the Principles of Morals and Legislation (1789), see e.g. M. Bagaric, Punishment and
Sentencing: A Rational Approach (London: Cavendish, 2001). For a classic blend of the two accounts, see H.L.A. Hart,
Punishment and Responsibility: Essays in the Philosophy of Law (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1968).
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The expressivist accounts draw upon the social philosophy of the French sociologist Émile Durkheim. According to
Durkheim, punishment is a community act intended to delimit and identify the community’s self. See É. Durkheim, The
Rules of Sociological Method: Selected Texts on Sociology and its Method (edited by S. Lukes and translated by W.D.
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out to the offender, victims, and the society; truth of the matter is ascertained; social peace is
restored and the damage inflicted by the crime is repaired; the moral blame is apportioned; and the
authority of the legal norm trampled by the crime is reaffirmed.
This goal-setting can in particular be ascribed to ‘Continental legal thinking’ while AngloAmerican scholarship rather tends to emphasize the conflict-solving rationale for the administration
of criminal justice.147 Ultimately, these types of objectives are the different sides of the same coin
because, for instance, social peace cannot be truly restored, truth established, and justice done
without a satisfactory resolution of the criminal case, and vice versa. ‘Satisfactory’ here refers to
the outcome that is not merely agreeable to the parties in the case but rather the one that is
acceptable as just and legitimate to the society at large whose interests adversely affected by the
crime are represented by the prosecuting party. With most crimes, as opposed to torts, public
interests are at stake and the society is an ‘invisible third party’ to any criminal case; therefore, in
case of a consensual disposition ‘not just any agreement will do’.148
Regardless of one’s perspective on the expected results of the criminal case resolution, the
ultimate purposes of criminal justice depend on the implementation of the elementary function of
ascertaining the truth of the facts, properly identifying the individual guilty of the crime, and
establishing his or her degree of responsibility. The achievement of the objectives of retribution,
deterrence, restoration—empirically obscure and removed from the workings of criminal process as
they are—is contingent upon the identification of the alleged offender and the determination of his
guilt or innocence in accordance with the procedure established by law. These outcomes are
impossible without the process being a ‘search for the truth’ and an effort at an ‘accurate
factfinding’.149
Essentially, the truth in a criminal process is arrived at through the examination and probing
of evidence that tends to corroborate or refute the charges as a factual matter. While legal issues, for
example, regarding the tests for the admission of evidence at a specific stage may be objects of
proof and their application in casu, such trial litigation is auxiliary to truth-finding.150 If the search
for the truth of facts is regarded as an overarching objective of the criminal process, its components
should be contributing to it in specific ways. The initial steps taken in the investigation and
prosecution of a criminal case during the pre-trial stage aim to make that contribution through the
detection of a crime, the collection and review of evidence, the identification and apprehension of
the person suspected of having committed it, the issuance and confirmation of the indictment, and
the preparation for trial.
By contrast, the trial stage pursues the tailored objectives of ensuring that the relevant
evidence is presented and placed on the case record, that a determination is made on that basis
Halls) (London: Macmillan, 1982). Expressive theories justify the punishment by the need to express and attribute the
moral blame of the crime by the society. See among others J. Feinberg, The Moral Limits of Criminal Law (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 1984) 95-118; id., ‘The Expressive Function of Punishment’, in id., Doing and Deserving:
Essays in the Theory of Responsibility (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1970). According to another account,
which seems to blend the ‘retributive’ and ‘expressivist’ views, punishment is a result of communicative process of
argument and persuasion through which the accused is called as a moral agent to respond to the charges and to accept
the outcome, see R.A. Duff, Trials and Punishments (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1986) 262-3.
147
Weigend, ‘Should We Search for the Truth’ (n 39), at 389-90; e.g. Jackson, ‘Managing Uncertainty and Finality’ (n
7), at 124-5.
148
Weigend, ‘Should We Search for the Truth’ (n 39), at 391-2.
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Roberts, ‘Theorising Procedural Tradition’ (n 145), at 52-3 (indicating that within the retributive justice paradigm,
the criminal process must fulfil three functions: accurate fact-finding; effective law application, and imposition of just
censure and punishment); Weigend, ‘Should We Search for the Truth’ (n 39), at 390 (‘None of the potential purposes of
the criminal process can be reached unless the judgment has been based on a search for the truth. To reach any of its
goals, the process must reflect what “really” happened.’).
150
Damaška, ‘Presentation of Evidence’ (n 100), at 1086 (‘it is generally agreed that the presentation of evidence is
directed towards establishing the veracity of factual propositions, rather than the correctness of legal reasoning’) and n7
(‘a legal proposition may sometimes be made an object of proof … [b]ut the aim of the evidentiary activity is to prove
that a rule exists, and not that a certain legal solution is appropriate in the case.’).
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whether the accused is guilty or innocent, and that a correct legal qualification is given to his or her
conduct along with the imposition of an appropriate criminal sanction. The specialized function of
the appeal in relation to the establishment of the truth is to review the trial judgment, thereby
ensuring finality in the resolution of the case. As will be discussed below, besides establishing the
truth about the crime during trial, facilitating that process by preparing the bases for it (pre-trial
stage), and verifying its results (appeals), the criminal process in itself serves a sociological role
that is distinguishable from the legalist procedural function centered on the search for the truth.151
4.2 Concepts of truth and criminal procedure
What is ‘truth’—a perfectly accurate reflection of the ‘objective reality’ or a fruit of a consensus—
and whether ‘truth’ in its more ambitious sense can be established in principle and through criminal
process in particular, are the matters of endless philosophical contention. Delving into it here cannot
be afforded.152 However, it is useful to distinguish between, on the one hand, the ‘substantive’ (or
‘ontological’, ‘objective’, ‘absolute’, ‘material’) truth, as a complete reconstruction of the events as
they actually occurred, and, on the other hand, the ‘procedural’ (or ‘formal’, ‘interpretive’,
‘subjective’) truth, which stands for a socially acceptable result of fact-finding by competent
actor(s) in accordance with the established procedure approximating, more or less successfully, the
objective reality.153 It is clear that the ‘procedural truth’ may depart from the ‘substantive’ truth not
only in nuances, but also quite significantly. It might even amount to a complete ‘un-truth’ (the
antithesis of ‘substantive truth’). But, of course, such state of affairs is utterly undesirable and
inacceptable in any criminal justice system, irrespective of the tradition. The greater the gap
between the legal truth and objective truth, the less the legitimacy of the former and the less the
social acceptability of such a flawed fact-finding process.154
Some accounts deny, as a matter of principle, the possibility of reconstructing the ‘objective
reality’ and the validity of the notion of ‘objective truth’, as a consequence of refutation of the
existence of that reality.155 But even if the possibility of a precise reconstruction of reality is
accepted, the fact-finding process encounters several epistemic obstacles of subjective and objective
nature, which may be either internal or external to that process.156 Objective obstacles refer to the
natural cognitive limitations of the subjects who perceive, convey, and process information about
the events in question (e.g. witnesses, counsel, and adjudicators). The imperfection and fragility of
151
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the sources and communicators of evidence, including the notorious issues of the deficient character
of human perception and malleability of memory images, obstruct the accurate reconstruction of
events, or even render it impossible.157
Subjective barriers such as deliberate truth distortions, are more likely to impair the factfinding task in a criminal process than in any other context. Certain actors (especially the accused)
may have strong incentives not only to conceal truth but also to promote falsehood.158 Moreover,
the defects in the way criminal justice is administered, which cannot be justified on the normative
and legal policy grounds either, will tend to decrease the fact-finding precision. The examples are
inequality of resources between the parties and poor legal representation, bias and incompetence of
fact-finders, etc.159 These handicaps are internal to fact-finding. The extrinsic obstacles to the
faithful pursuit of the truth, stemming from outside of the fact-finding process, may well be
justifiable by normative reasons as they relate to the need to safeguard the legally protected
interests.160 The forensic inquiry is thus subjected to deliberate and legitimate exemptions: the
procedural truth is not to be sought at all costs.161 The scope of factual inquiry and the degree of
accuracy are moderated by limitations imposed on the epistemic methods in view of the concurring
or collateral social values and needs that a criminal process must serve or, at least, respect.162 Such
constraints on the scope and means of legal inquiry include fair trial rights and exclusionary
rules,163 the right to life, privacy and physical safety of witnesses and third parties,164 the integrity
of certain professions,165 and national security and state secrets.166
157
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In view of these constraints, ‘procedural truth’ as the object of legal inquiry in the context of
criminal process will more likely than not diverge from the ‘absolute truth’.167 The question to what
degree the gap between the two kinds of ‘truths’ is tolerable in criminal proceedings is of
importance in comparative criminal procedure. Adversarial and inquisitorial systems may be
contrasted by their implied adherence to different theories of ‘truth’, as outlined above, and this
leads to them to prioritize it differently and to adopt divergent arrangements for truth-finding.168
4.3 Truth in a comparative perspective
At this juncture, it is worth embedding the approaches of ‘truth’ and truth-finding in the criminal
procedure approaches under the ‘adversarial’ and ‘inquisitorial’ models. Both major legal traditions
posit the search for the truth as the accurate factual basis for the decision as a purpose of criminal
justice and a core function of the criminal trial. In a general sense, truth-orientation is an intrinsic
and assumed feature of criminal trials in both adversarial and inquisitorial systems and the
epistemological premise of criminal law adjudication.169
But what varies significantly among Anglo-American and Continental approaches are the
procedural mechanisms and modalities deployed for that purpose, including the basic contours of
professional roles assigned to the participants in a legal inquiry and fact-finding devices made
available to them.170 At the risk of over-generalizing consensus and downplaying diversity among
jurisdictions pertaining to any given tradition, it can be said that the two models rest on different
epistemological foundations and conceptions of judicial truth.171 Subject to the caveat about the
evidence and accuracy of fact-finding. On this duality, see Damaška, ‘Truth in Adjudication’ (n 143), at 306-7; id.,
‘Evidentiary Barriers to Conviction’ (n 15), at 513; Summers, ‘Formal Legal Truth’ (n 152), at 502-3.
164
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elusiveness of the purist distinctions in the modern world of procedural amalgams, adversarial
systems can generally be deemed to gravitate towards the ‘consensus’ interpretation of ‘truth’
whereas inquisitorial systems cling to the ‘correspondence’ theory.172 This philosophical divide, in
turn, explains their preferences for specific fact-finding strategies and stark differences, which
derive from them.173
The general attitude in common law jurisdictions about the postulate that the ‘objective truth’
is discoverable and must be pursued through criminal trials is sceptical.174 Given that no human
cognitive process is fully neutral, what can be ascertained is not the ultimate truth, but a consensual
or interpretive truth arrived at as a result of the clash of two partisan positions on the matter.175 This
agnostic vision entails that the criminal process ought not to be a pursuit of objective truth but a
way of having the parties present their opposing accounts with view to resolving a dispute and, if
possible, reconciling them.176 The aim of the process is to arrive at a ‘truth’ agreeable to the parties,
which is the concept of ‘truth’ that is consensual and relative.177 But where agreement is not
forthcoming and the ‘truth’ remains contested, it must be ascertained in a fair evidentiary contest
between the adversary parties. The truth is then presented essentially as the outcome of a dialectic
clash between the two opposing accounts that contend for the status of the ‘truth’.178 The
compliance with the rules of the contest safeguarding fair and equal opportunities for the parties to
make their case is mandatory. Due to tenuous grounding of ‘interpretive truth’ in the objective
reality, the rules of adversarial combat are the only real guarantee that the truth can emerge from the
proceedings.179
possible. Not so the party-driven adversarial system, which is more oriented to ensuring that the evidence submitted by
the parties conforms with rules designed to preserve the fairness of the trial.’).
172
Weigend, ‘Should We Search for the Truth’ (n 39), at 396, 398.
173
Grande, ‘Dances of Criminal Justice’ (n 31), at 146 (‘At the core of this [inquisitorial v. adversarial - SV]
polarisation lies a very different attitude toward the search for the truth’); Weigend, ‘Should We Search for the Truth’
(n 39), at 395 (‘The different approaches toward truth-finding … have a direct impact on the function and structure of
the criminal process.’).
174
Hodgson, ‘Conceptions of the Trial in Inquisitorial and Adversarial Procedure’ (n 67), at 225 (describing the
common law interpretation of the ‘legal truth’ as something ‘which is contingent, existing not so much as an objective
absolute but as most plausible or likely account, established after the elimination of doubt’); Weigend, ‘Is the Criminal
Process about Truth?’ (n 35), at 168 (the idea of truth as a procedural concept ‘comports well with an entrenched
Anglo-American skepticism about man’s ability to discover the “substantive” truth’).
175
E.g. United States v. Cronic, 466 US 648, 655 (1984) (‘Truth is best discovered by powerful statements on both
sides of a question.’). See also G. Goodpaster, ‘On the Theory of American Adversary Criminal Trial’, (1987) 78
Journal of Criminal Law and Criminology 118, at 121; Grande, ‘Dances of Criminal Justice’ (n 31), at 147; Damaška,
‘Presentation of Evidence’ (n 100), at 1104-5 (in the Anglo-American conception, ‘the truth appears elusive, often a
matter of feeling and intuition’ and ‘a matter of perspective’); Weigend, ‘Should We Search for the Truth’ (n 39), at
397 (‘If no pre-conceived “objective” truth exists, but different people entertain different (interest-driven) notions of the
relevant facts, then it makes sense to have these different notions presented in court and to base the decision on that
version which, on balance, appears more plausible to the trier of fact.’).
176
Damaška, ‘Evidentiary Barriers to Conviction’ (n 15), at 563 and 581; Goodpaster, ‘On the Theory of American
Adversary Criminal Trial’ (n 175), at 125.
177
Langer, ‘From Legal Transplants to Legal Translations’ (n 24), at 10 (‘The adversarial conception of truth is more
relative and consensual: if the parties come to an agreement as to the facts of the case, through plea agreements or
stipulations, it is less important to determine how events actually occurred’); Weigend, ‘Is the Criminal Process about
Truth?’ (n 35), at 170-1.
178
Damaška, ‘Truth in Adjudication’ (n 143), at 295 (‘truth tends to be equated with whatever is agreed upon following
inquiry free of distorting constraints, or with whatever has been successfully defended against all comers.’); id.,
‘Presentation of Evidence’ (n 100), at 1105 (characterizing the adversarial method as ‘a variation of the dialectic
method for the divination of the elusive truth.’ Footnotes omitted.); Goodpaster, ‘On the Theory of American Adversary
Criminal Trial’ (n 175), at 120 (describing the adversary method as a dialectic process of persuasion and ‘a dramatic
contest aimed at shaping two mutually inconsistent interpretations of common data’) and 124 (criticizing an ‘invisible
hand’ theory, according to which the truth emerges inadvertently from the vigorous opposition between the two
advocates none of whom directly aims at establishing it).
179
Weigend, ‘Should We Search for the Truth’ (n 39), at 396 (if ‘whatever emerges from a fair and rational discourse
among the parties can be accepted as the “truth”, the content of the rules that determine the process becomes more
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Hence, the adversarial justice is done with a more persuasive version of ‘truth’ prevailing
over the other, or with the emergence of a ‘consensual truth’ that puts an end to the dispute and
becomes the basis for the decision and sanction. The objective of definitively settling the dispute at
trial imposes stringent limits on the scope of factual inquiry that the court can conduct and on the
ambit of the decision. The inquiry may not extend beyond what is necessary for achieving that. The
competitive quest for the ‘winning’ version of the ‘truth’ demands a confrontational or dialectical
method of fact-finding by the parties who are candidly biased and present their evidence in the most
favourable light possible.180 The impartial search of the truth by an ostensibly neutral investigative
authority is a utopian and fallacious idea. Least of all can one demand impartiality and detachment
from the parties with an obvious interest in the outcome of the case. Therefore, the partisanship and
self-interest are acknowledged as the cornerstone of the adversarial concept of justice.
Subject to limited and elastic rules of professional ethics, zealous pursuit of the prosecution
and defence is encouraged and invigorated at all stages of criminal process. The parties are
expected to strive to ‘win’ the case and are provided with a suitable ‘battleground’ for presenting
evidence to corroborate their account of ‘truth’ and to challenge the ostensible ‘untruth’ of the
opponent.181 They are free to define the scope of the case and to dispose of it consensually, to
collect and prepare ‘their’ evidence, and to defend their interpretation of facts in a trial contest. The
latter is organized as a public and oral hearing before a passive and neutral arbiter with no prior
knowledge of evidence. As it is the evidentiary duel between the parties and not an official inquest
that should tease out the ‘truth’, cross-examination by the opponent lawyer rather than a judicial
investigation is traditionally viewed as an ultimate tool for the discovery of the truth. Hence the
famous celebration of cross-examination as the best truth-finding method by Wigmore:
It may be that in more than one sense [cross-examination] takes the place in our system which torture
occupied in the mediaeval system of the civilians. Nevertheless, it is beyond any doubt the greatest legal
engine ever invented for the discovery of truth. However difficult it may be for the layman, the scientist,
or the foreign jurist to appreciate this, its wonderful power, there has probably never been a moment’s
doubt upon this point in the mind of a lawyer of experience. … [C]ross-examination, not trial by jury, is
the great and permanent contribution of the Anglo-American system of law to improved methods of
trial-procedure.182

Consequently, the concept of ‘truth’ in the adversarial model can be defined as ‘the ideal end
of a properly structured inquiry’.183 The central question of the adversary model is how (meaning
under what procedure) the outcome has been arrived at, rather than what the requirements are
towards the very outcome. The emphasis is therefore on the construction and strict observance of
the rules which are apt to ensure fairness, rather than on the discovery of ‘objective truth’ in the
first place.184 In a segment of US scholarship, this reverence for procedural regulation has been
important than the outcome itself, and adherence to these rules acquires paramount importance for truth-finding.’);
Damaška, ‘Evidentiary Barriers to Conviction’ (n 15), at 581 (‘the emphasis shifts here from problems of cognition to
the concern that parties abide by the rules regulating their “battle”.’).
180
Weigend, ‘Is the Criminal Process about Truth?’ (n 35), at 159 (‘In this system, the truth ideally is discovered by
testing differing versions of the relevant facts through cross-examination of the respective proponents, each side
striving to present the facts favourable to its case in the best light possible while disparaging the opponent’s version.’).
181
Weigend, ‘Should We Search for the Truth’ (n 39), at 396.
182
Wigmore, A Treatise on the Anglo-American System of Evidence in Trials at Common Law (n 156) §1367.
183
Damaška, ‘Truth in Adjudication’ (n 143), at 294 (noting ‘the shift of emphasis from truth to the process of
justification of claims of knowledge. … [I]f there is no clear access to truth, we should at least arrive at fact-finding
decisions in proper ways. As a consequence of this shift of emphasis, the line has become thin between a belief that is
properly justified and a belief that is true.’); Goodpaster, ‘On the Theory of American Adversary Criminal Trial’ (n
175), at 127-8 (‘The connecting idea [between truth and fairness] appears to be that a fair procedure represents a means
of ensuring that the truth will be discovered’). See also Polk Country v. Dodgson, 454 US 312 (1981) (‘The system
assumes that adversarial trial testing will advance the public interests in truth and fairness.’).
184
See also Zappalà, Human Rights (n 171), at 16 (‘from an accusatorial viewpoint the process per se is what really
matters. The establishment of historical truth cannot be ensured other than through respect for procedural rules, which
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diagnosed as an obsession with procedures.185 In practical terms, this means among others that the
party whose claim is righteous might still lose on procedural grounds.186 The corollary of the
conception in which truth is contingent on fairness is that whatever is decided fairly, is true.187
The format of adversarial fact-finding generally comports with the type and structure of state
authority and to a certain extent is influenced by the predominant conceptions about the role of the
state, which are the ideological grounding of legal process.188 The adversarial legal culture is deeply
interwoven with the liberal ideology based on the primacy of individual interests, personal
autonomy, mistrust towards state officials, and minimization of state involvement and
paternalism.189 Liberal values pervade most aspects of the adversarial paradigm and, importantly,
the vision of the proper roles of participants and the balance between them.190 Being real masters of
their cases, parties possess full control over evidence at all stages of process, including pre-trial
preparation of witnesses, and thus are deemed to ‘own’ their witnesses.191
By contrast, triers of fact are granted no prior access to materials as a safeguard of
impartiality and remain passive during the hearing to live up to that expectation until the verdict,
which reflects ‘both the idea of limited government and the horizontal division of authority’.192
Autonomy and party control over proceedings are harmonious with the view that the best truth the
criminal process can produce is consensual.193 The parties should be able to retract their dispute
from the adjudicator once there is no need for a contest. The defendant should be free to elect a
suitable arrangement, including a plea of guilty and waiving his right to a trial, despite that one
might deem it preposterous.194 A judge is not in a position to make such judgements because the
constitute the method for reaching “judicial truth”.’); Gaynor, ‘Evidence, Truth and History in International Trials’ (n
171), at 1259.
185
For a parallel between over-regulation in the favourite American sport game—football as opposed to the Continental
soccer—and the ‘over-proceduralization’ of the US criminal process, see Pizzi, Trials without Truth (n 117), at 18 (‘we
have a weakness: we are procedure junkies and always prefer to add more procedure’) and 25 (discussing ‘the judicial
obsession with adjudicative perfection’ and ‘worship of proceduralism’ in the US legal culture).
186
Damaška, ‘Evidentiary Barriers to Conviction’ (n 15), at 581-2 (‘In the conceptual realm of the party contest, it
seems perfectly acceptable that a party, perhaps in the right on the merits, “lose” on a technicality – if he violated the
rules regulating the contest.’).
187
Goodpaster, ‘On the Theory of American Adversary Criminal Trial’ (n 175), at 128.
188
Damaška, ‘Structures of Authority’ (n 64), at 529 (renouncing the idea that ‘the genesis of procedural systems [is]
reduced essentially to a more or less consistent derivation from the tenets of prevailing political ideology.’).
189
For a detailed discussion of the procedural implications of Classic Liberalism in the adversary system, see Damaška,
‘Structures of Authority’ (n 64), at 534-9; id., ‘Evidentiary Barriers to Conviction’ (n 15), at 583; Roberts, ‘Theorising
Procedural Tradition’ (n 145), at 40 (liberalism as a moral and political philosophy is an ‘official philosophy of all
western states’ and its values ‘constitute the deep structure of English criminal procedure law and practice’); Grano,
Confessions, Truth, and the Law (n 170), at 6-10 (defending a dominant role of the discovery of the truth and yet
acknowledging the powerful influence of the ideological constraints in the US); Jörg et al., ‘Are Inquisitorial and
Adversarial Systems Converging’ (n 28), at 45 (‘common law ways of thinking about accountability and state derive
initially from a negative image of the state and a minimalist view of its function’).
190
Thus, the judicial role in English trials transmogrified into that of an umpire due to distrust for public officials and
state intervention inspired by classical liberalism: Grande, ‘Dances of Criminal Justice’ (n 31), at 151-2.
191
Damaška, ‘Evidentiary Barriers to Conviction’ (n 15), at 525; Pizzi, Trials without Truth (n 117), at 21-2 (noting the
utmost importance of thorough pre-trial preparation of witnesses by the calling party, including mock crossexaminations).
192
Damaška, ‘Structures of Authority’ (n 64), at 536.
193
M.D. Dubber, ‘The Criminal Trial and the Legitimation of Punishment’, in Duff et al. (eds), The Trial on Trial 1 (n
7), at 94 (a confession or a plea of guilty, ‘most dramatically if it occurs in open court, can be regarded as the ultimate
exercise of the accused’s active autonomy, in that he literally applies the relevant provisions of the criminal law to
himself.’).
194
Damaška, ‘Structures of Authority’ (n 64), at 535-6 (‘The defendant is presumed to know what is best for him, and
since no one else can establish better knowledge, no official has the right to impose his views on the defendant.’); J.
Iontcheva Turner and T. Weigend, ‘Negotated Justice’, in Sluiter et al. (eds), International Criminal Procedure (n 11),
at 1403-4 (‘in common law jurisdictions the judge herself will know little or nothing about the case in advance of trial
and is therefore not in a good position to second-guess the wisdom of the defendant’s plea.’); Langer, ‘From Legal
Transplants to Legal Translations’ (n 24), at 13-4, indicating that both the prosecution and the defence possess more
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accused is a party and autonomous ‘subject’, rather than ‘object’ of proceedings, who will make her
own strategic choices.Where the parties proceed a trial contest, the emphasis is made on procedural
fairness and equality between the unequally resourced contestants, the defendant and the state.195
Since forensic predominance is essential to ‘winning’ the case,196 procedural fairness rather than
‘truth’ becomes synonymous of justice.197
The truth-generating potential of the adversarial process has been a bone of contention in the
scholarship. The partisan setup of truth-finding and formidable obstacles posed by values extrinsic
to legal inquiry, particularly in the US, have widely been seen as factors preventing the truth from
becoming the dominant goal of criminal procedure.198 Jerome Frank has even famously compared
the American trial method to ‘throwing pepper in the eyes of a surgeon when he is performing an
operation’.199 Many continental scholars have also been critical about the adversarial method of
truth-discovery.200 The sum of two ‘half-truths’ does not necessarily amount to a whole truth and
two ‘wrongs’ do not make a right.201 The adversarial court’s decision is invariably based on a
‘limited picture of reality’ formed by two biased accounts.202 As a consequence of its realist
perspective on forensic truth that tolerates a gap between ‘substantive’ and ‘procedural’ truth as
long as the inquiry follows the optimal design,203 the adversarial process is often believed to evince
a weaker normative commitment to the discovery of truth than its inquisitorial counterpart.204 This
claim will be revisited shortly upon the overview of the position in inquisitorial systems regarding
powers in the adversarial system, e.g. the defence does its own pre-trial investigation, while in the inquisitorial system
broad investigatory powers are given to the judge.
195
Damaška, ‘Structures of Authority’ (n 64), at 530 (‘Because state officials cannot be trusted and consummate
deviltry on their part cannot be ruled out, the best procedural design is one in which the individual and the state engage
as adversaries in a highly formalized battle.’).
196
On ‘conflict-solving type of proceedings’, see Damaška, The Faces of Justice (n 60), at 101 (‘Proceedings conceived
as a contest of two adverse parties before a neutral conflict resolver generate structural pressures toward judgement in
favor of the party who wins the courtroom disputation. … Judgements tend to be justified procedurally – that is, by
victory in the forensic contest.’).
197
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strictly equated … because only a fair contest can bring about just results’) and 163; Weigend, ‘Is the Criminal Process
about Truth?’ (n 35), at 168 (‘the fairness of proceedings becomes the main foundation of the verdict’s legitimacy, and
any result that has been found in conformity with procedural rules becomes acceptable’).
198
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Trials without Truth (n 117), at 5; S. Saltzburg, ‘Lawyers, Clients, and the Adversary System’, (1986) 37 Mercer Law
Review 647, at 651 (the American adversary system is ‘misdescribed as a search for truth’); Frankel, ‘The Search for
Truth’ (n 46), at 1032 and 1052 (‘we are too much committed to contentiousness as a good in itself and too little
devoted to truth’); Goodpaster, ‘On the Theory of American Adversary Criminal Trial’ (n 175), at 125 (‘structurally
truth-dysfunctional’); G. Van Kessel, ‘Adversary Excesses in the American Criminal Trial’, (1992) 67 Notre Dame Law
Review 538-539 (‘The excesses of our adversary system include a diminished respect for the discovery of truth.’); P.
Arenella, ‘Reforming the Federal Grand Jury and the State Preliminary Hearing to Prevent Conviction without
Adjudication’ (1980) 78 Michigan Law Review 463, at 476-7 (the US criminal justice system does not operate as if the
discovery of truth were its reigning objective); id., ‘Rethinking the Functions of Criminal Procedure: The Warren and
Burger Courts’ Competing Ideologies’, (1983) 72 Georgetown Law Journal 185, at 197-202.
199
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200
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the conception of ‘truth’ and optimal truth-finding arrangements for the purpose of clarifying the
comparative differences.
As indicated previously, the interpretation of ‘truth’ and the respective structure of the truthfinding mechanisms under the inquisitorial model are in stark contrast with the adversarial
paradigm. Inquisitorial systems generally embrace a less instrumental approach to truth-finding and
proceed on the belief that ‘ontological’ or ‘material’ truth is attainable or, at least, that the purpose
of investigation is to come as closely as possible to it.205 This does not mean that the search for the
‘objective’ and ‘absolute’ truth becomes a boundless exercise – like in adversarial systems, it is
qualified by the need to ensure respect for other legally protected values.206 But the inquisitorial
criminal process sustains a normative belief in the need for the court to establish the truth whenever
feasible and remains faithful to this commitment.
On the Continent, the courts are expected to undertake a purposeful effort to establish facts as
they occurred – in order to genuinely ‘solve the case’, rather than merely to ‘settle the dispute’ and
let the outcome point incidentally to the ‘truth’.207 The discovery of truth enjoys a prominent place
among other priorities and is deemed an overarching goal of the criminal proceedings.208 Truth is a
‘prerequisite to a just decision’,209 which must establish, to intimate conviction of judges, whether
the alleged crime occurred, whether it was committed by the defendant and, if so, what penal
measure corresponds to it. The inquisitorial model is less tolerant toward gaps between
‘substantive’ and ‘procedural’ truth: the outcome is considered ‘just’ if it reflects the ‘objective’
truth or comes close to it.
This attitude comports with the hierarchical organization of officialdom and the role of the
state as a ‘benevolent and most powerful protector and guarantor of public interest’ which can be
entrusted the task of pursuing the ultimate truth in an unbiased and detached fashion.210 The
forensic machinery and the attribution of the responsibility for fact-finding to no one but judges
mirror this trust. The legal inquiry takes the form of an inquest by an active and non-partisan
judicial officer (judge or prosecutor) who does a first-hand investigation into both types of
evidence.211 One official version of ‘truth’ is consolidated as a result of pre-trial investigation to be
verified at trial. The scope of private initiative in investigating facts is reduced: the court
investigator can do better than rely for the ascertainment of the truth upon parties with incentives to
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procedure.’)
209
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conceal or embellish it.212 The defence’s evidentiary role is limited to assisting in the effort of
assembling the dossier and probing evidence at the substantive hearing, for example, by drawing
attention of the court to exculpatory information or aspects of evidence.213
Guided by the duty of unravelling the ‘objective truth’ and equipped with relevant
competences, the investigator bears responsibility for the factual accuracy of the outcome and to
ensure that the decision is based on complete evidence that can be procured.214 The existence of the
single ‘case of the truth’ rather than two partisan cases implies that parties do not ‘own’ evidence.
Nor are they allowed to shape evidence by substantively preparing witnesses and experts.215 In a
system that entrusts court investigators with interrogating witnesses in the pre-trial and emphasizes
the need for spontaneous rather than rehearsed testimony at trial, party contact with witnesses
outside of the courtroom may be qualified as an attempt to taint the court’s evidence.216
Fact-finding under the inquisitorial model is not limited to perspectives of two parties but it is
a ‘collective enterprise’ dominated by the presiding judge.217 Any evidentiary input that is relevant
and promotes the search for the truth-finding is in principle admissible. The accused is allowed to
contradict the charges and prosecution evidence with his or her account of facts and thus
contributes to the establishment of the truth.218 He or she is a full-fledged party who is not reducible
to a witness and, therefore, may neither testify under oath nor be held liable for perjury. The
flexible and pluralist approach to truth-finding in continental criminal proceedings enables
accommodating participatory rights and evidentiary contributions by victims, who may be added as
civil parties or as auxiliary or subsidiary prosecutors. This would be incompatible with the parties’
monopoly over fact-finding and a delicate balance between them in adversarial systems; there,
victims may only participate as witnesses or deliver statements on the impact of the crime.
Some features of the adversarial fact-finding model that restrict the evidentiary basis for the
decision are not present in the inquisitorial model. The principle of free proof renders all probative
evidence admissible and the standard of ‘personal conviction’ epitomizes freedom in its
evaluation.219 In the modern inquisitorial form, there exist rules for the exclusion of evidence
obtained in violation of human rights and other extrinsic limitations of the fact-finding inquiry, but
their number and reach are more limited than in adversarial systems.220 The pursuit of the objective
truth is a goal on its own and the concept of ‘justice’ is not exhausted by ‘due process’ and
compliance with procedural rules.221 Importantly, the reforms of criminal procedure undertaken by
Continental jurisdictions by way of transplanting some of the ‘adversarial’ features neither shook
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the normative faith in ‘material truth’ nor supplanted it with the ‘interpretive’ truth.222 Since the
legal transplants were integrated in and adjusted to the inquisitorial context, their systemic effects
and functions diverged from those of their historical precursors or common law prototypes. Thus,
the provision of jury trials in civil law systems does not necessarily replicate common law
arrangements regarding lay jury. Insofar as jurors on the Continent sit in a mixed bench together
with professional judges, their function in truth-finding and decision-making process is different
than at common law: they fully participate in the examination of evidence and deliberations on the
guilt and sentence.223 By the same token, allowance for negotiated justice in inquisitorial systems is
limited to minor offences and does not relieve the court from verifying the factual basis for the
consensual disposition.224 The consequences of these innovations did not reach as far as to reverse
the orientation of inquisitorial systems at ‘material truth’.
4.4 A superior model for truth-finding?
The foregoing overview of the interpretations of ‘truth’ and its implications for the truth-finding
structures in the criminal procedure under both inquisitorial and adversarial models has referred to
the claim that the former is stronger committed to the ‘truth’ than the latter. However, such a
comparison is misleading for it assumes that the comparator—the very notion of truth—is the same
whereas its conceptions in adversarial and inquisitorial contexts are fundamentally different. The
comparison cannot be made without a prior choice for a specific interpretation. Before the
normative grounds for that choice are agreed and universally shared, the comparison is bound to
remain contentious, being based on subjective and impressionistic judgement.
It has been noted previously that a manifestly inaccurate outcome, such as the conviction of
innocent, would be deemed inacceptable in the adversary system as in any other system whose
claim to legitimacy is justified.225 Clearly, truth remains an aspiration, commitment, and
fundamental value in adversarial criminal procedure.226 It is exalted as such in the relevant
jurisprudential and courtroom rhetoric.227 This may co-exist with the more instrumental attitude
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towards ‘truth’, which is seen as a means to achieve the primary goal of settling the dispute rather
than as a primary objective.228
Damaška rejects the idea that truth discovery is valued equally in the two systems and
explained this by the fact that ‘the adversary system is less committed to discovery of the truth’ as
‘the system is … more attuned to other important values’.229 This does not explain how the
fundamentally different ways of prioritizing the truth in the two systems can be compared at all.
While there is considerable divergence in the character of that commitment, which is coloured by
distinct ideologies and legal cultures, the appropriateness of describing the difference in relative
terms (‘more’ or ‘less’) is precarious. The varying interpretations of ‘truth’ and disparities in the
methodological premises for its discovery in criminal process are too significant to be eligible for a
straightforward comparison. It may be akin to comparing different styles of architecture based on
their commitment to aesthetical principles. A stronger adherence to other values besides ‘truth’ does
not necessarily mean a less emphatic commitment to ‘truth’.230 This is especially so since the ‘truth’
is defined otherwise than ‘objective truth’ and deemed compatible with the goal of dispute
resolution.231 Indeed, instead of discussing the value of ‘truth’ in terms of a systemic commitment,
it is preferable to speak of the ability of the system in question to produce substantively accurate
outcomes, or its ‘relative suitability to lead to the truth’.232 The following will review the
inquisitorial and adversarial arrangements in this light.
From this perspective, some of the historically predetermined and typical elements of the
adversarial system are deemed to have a truth-defeating potential.233 According to Langbein, at the
end of the 13th century adversarial criminal trials acquired certain traits that obstructed rather than
promoted truth-finding as a subterranean way of counterbalancing the harshness of criminal law
whereby ‘too much truth meant too much death’.234 The need to perfect the adversarial method and
promote policies other than the conviction of those de facto guilty was therefore a strong
determinant in the evolution of criminal process. The goal of ‘truth discovery’ became identified
with, or replaced by, the ‘axiomatic commitment to an adversarial or accusatorial mode of
procedure’.235 This is why many insiders of the adversarial system have criticized it for rating truth
too low among other values.236 Several typical aspects of the system come under attack in this
respect.
First, numerous and stringent admissibility rules associated with adversarial process entail
exclusion of potentially probative evidence. Among others, these are meant to prevent the juries
from crediting it with more weight that it deserves and to enforce the discipline of law-enforcing
228
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agencies in the collection of evidence.237 Although some exclusionary rules do serve to promote
fact-finding accuracy by mandating the exclusion of inherently unreliable material (e.g. hearsay
rule),238 they also limit the scope of potentially relevant and reliable evidence as the possible basis
for the decision.239
Second, the adversarial proof-taking is deemed by some as a sub-optimal means for finding
the truth due to its emphasis on partisanship.240 The problem exacerbated by the limited ability of
the adversary system to guarantee the defendant equal access to the resources for obtaining and
presenting evidence and utter dependence on the quality of legal representation.241 In trying to win
the ‘battle’, adversary parties are allowed and encouraged to employ all means available except for
the extreme lines of conduct such as conniving or suborning perjury. The consequence of that is
that they only bring to the table evidence favourable to their own case and cast it in the best
possible light in trying to make their case seem stronger than it actually is.242 Moreover, parties
would do their best to challenge the evidence and reduce the credibility of sources relied upon by
the other party, even if the evidence may be reliable and probative of the charge.243 The partisan
zeal and one-sidedness are an expectation in a system where the lawyer’s ‘prime loyalty is to his
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client, not truth as such’.244 Although cross-examination is potentially a powerful device for
exposing lies in case of dishonest witnesses,245 critics have raised doubts as to whether it indeed is a
supreme truth-generating technique.246
Another truth-related challenge to the adversarial arrangements is the partisan preparation of
witnesses for giving testimony in court, which is a structural necessity in the adversarial system.
Subject only to limited policing and deontological regulation which varies per jurisdiction and
relies largely on the assumption of professional integrity of counsel,247 this practice is fraught with
the risks of unintentionally distorting original recollections and deliberate abuse or coaching.248
More than anything, the perils of witness proofing cast a shadow on the adversarial system’s notion
that the ‘truth’ can be a sum of two ‘half-truths’.
Third, the adversarial system delegates the tasks of deciding on the facts and determining
guilt to a lay jury, which is the case in many though not all common law countries (e.g. except for
Israel and South Africa). The institute of jury symbolizes the community control over decisionmaking of professional judges and its ability to block unjust outcomes.249 Being an important
safeguard for the defendant who is entitled to a ‘trial by his peers’, participatory justice injects the
local sense of justice into the verdict and ensures the local acceptance of the trial outcome. At the
same time, the jury emotionalizes the trial as lawyers perform in a way allowing them to meet
cognitive needs of laypersons; it also reduces the evidentiary basis for the decision as many
exclusionary rules are tailored for shielding the jury from inappropriate information that it may be
not in a position to weigh properly.250 The truth-finding by jury is anything but rational or
scientific; in fact, it appears a counter-intuitive and rather absurd way of arriving at a truthful and
just outcome.251 The verdict is decided by a number of randomly selected laypersons untrained in
244
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law who may easily be misled by lawyers.252 The jury decision is not justified by a reasoned
opinion, the process of reaching it is non-transparent and unaccountable, while the results, even if
patently erroneous, are unreviewable and incorrigible.253 It may be based on irrational
considerations and amount to a deliberate effort to misrepresent the truth in order to misapply
unsatisfactory law (‘jury equity’, or ‘nullification’).254 Moreover, jury adjudication implies that the
evidence not available on the day of trial will never be part of the basis for the decision.255
Accordingly, the institute of jury is often declared as less desirable or even ill-suited for the
discovery of the truth.256
Fourth, the passivity of judges at trial—a consequence of their ignorance about the case and
the way of upholding the appearance of impartiality—means that ensuring fact-finding accuracy of
outcome is not their responsibility.257 The parties hold an instrumentalist attitude to truth and may
be disinterested in discovering it, which means that the establishment of the truth is no one’s
goal.258 The interpretation of the adjudicative role as that of a neutral arbiter does not result from an
actual lack of powers but from the bounds within which it may be exercised imposed by the
adversarial system and reinforced by the fear of reversal on the ground of abuse of discretion. In
fact, an Anglo-American judge may ‘abandon his detached stance and vigorously intervene in the
conduct of the trial’ to restore fairness and procedural balance between the parties.259 The judicial
role does not extend so far as to enable an active search for the truth, although some have argued
that judges should exercise a more active role at certain stages of the process.260
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Finally, the practice of plea-bargaining pervading any adversarial justice system may be
viewed as diminishing its ability to produce the ‘objective’ truth. 261 In the interest of avoiding a
costly trial on the allegations that might well be supported by the facts, a court merely certifies the
‘subjective truth’ negotiated by the parties in relation to a lesser charge. This risks distorting the
truth and resulting in an incommensurate sentence for not all aspects of criminal conduct will be
highlighted and receive a penal sanction. Moreover, the pressure on an innocent defendant to waive
the right to a trial by pleading guilty tends to be higher, given that the prosecutor is more likely to
make a favourable plea offer where its evidence is weak.262 Where an attractive plea offer prevents
accused from raising a defence that may have a factual basis, an inaccurate outcome will ensue.263
But conviction would stand given that truth-finding is subordinate to party autonomy.264 In view of
this host of features, the truth may appear as a side-effect rather than mandatory outcome of
adversarial criminal proceedings.265
However, this exposé of perceived weaknesses of the adversarial method of truth-finding
does not entail that the inquisitorial procedure necessarily fares better in that regard. As noted, the
historical meaning of the now almost derogatory term ‘inquisitorial’ does not correspond to the
present reality of reformed inquisitorial systems, so it is unnecessary to elaborate on why inquisitio
is a sub-optimal arrangement for finding the truth and may have little to do with it. Under the
influence of the adversarial culture and international and regional human rights standards which are
strongly informed by the Anglo-American thinking,266 modern systems on the Continent provide
defendants with the full range of human rights protections – not least because coercive methods
such as forced confessions of the accused are apt to result in unreliable evidence which defeats the
objective of truth-finding.267
However, the inquisitorial method arguably retains elements which may still be less than
ideal for that end. One of them is that the inquisitorial system rests on the assumption or positively
expects that evidentiary sources would be willing and ready to supply information to a court
investigator. This entails that ‘an inquisitorial judge is left with empty hands in his quest for the
truth if those who possess relevant information refuse to cooperate’ or is only able to collect
evidence that reflects the ‘half-truth’ rather than a complete truth.268 Moreover, one may still
discern a tension between truth-finding as the goal of the process and fairness as its method.
Modern jurisdictions of inquisitorial tradition may still covertly harbour the remnants of the ancient
‘inquisitorial system’ taking the form of quasi-coercive elements of procedure.269 For instance, in
the eyes of a common law lawyer, the initial interrogation of the defendant by the presiding judge at
261
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trial unavoidably generates an impression that the defendant is put under psychological pressure to
incriminate himself or confess; that adverse inferences are drawn by judges from the exercise of the
right to silence; and that judges do not demonstrate sufficient impartiality.270
As is known, modern inquisitorial systems invest considerable trust in the integrity and
impartiality of officials tasked with pre-trial investigations and trials.271 Insofar as judicial and
prosecutorial failures to preserve objectivity and neutrality puts the accuracy of truth-finding in
peril, continental jurisdictions take additional measures to rule out bias. In some countries, judges
are disallowed to be actively involved in investigations or even to access the case file ahead of
trial,272 being in part a response to the ‘“lack of neutrality” problem raised since the end of the
seventeenth century by English classical liberalism’.273 The supposedly neutral character of the
judges should guarantee that their interrogation is not one-sided but properly truth-oriented and that
any adverse implications of active judicial involvement are such that the truth-finding goal
demands. However, the idea of a fully neutral and impartial investigator is bound to raise
scepticism because of the high risk of forming early hypotheses about the facts that may be difficult
to reverse subsequently.274
The judicial questioning at trial will often be based on a dossier compiled with no or little
input from the defence which tends ‘to shore up the police-constructed prosecution case’.275 The
dossier system generates a ‘tendency [of the court] to comply with the public prosecutions
department’s official perspective’ and ‘to look for confirmation of the account of events or image of
the case like it is presented in the files’.276 This drawback is absent in the adversarial method of
proof-taking which openly recognizes partisanship and makes it an organizing principle of the
system.277 The professional affiliation of career judiciary in inquisitorial systems is another possible
source of perceived bias. For example, in the US the judicial function is clearly distinguished from
that of district and defence attorneys, but in France both the procureurs and juges d’instruction are
magistrats (respectively magistrates du parquet and magistrates du siege). As opposed to lawyers
in private practice, they receive common training, are members of the same professional
associations and represent public interests.278 The perception by the judges of their role as servants
of public interests and their belonging to the same class of officials as the prosecution (magistracy)
is said to create psychological alignment between them with regard to professional matters.279
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Arguably, these factors make it easier for continental judges to convict, or at least an impression
may be created to that effect.
Finally, the absence of a vigorous and zealous defence which possesses full control over the
collection of exculpatory evidence and does not have to rely on court investigators for carrying out
investigation, necessarily creates a guised deficit of ‘adversariality’. Obviously, this is bound to
raise not only the fairness-related concerns but also the question as to whether the inquisitorial
method necessarily leads to the more accurate truth-finding in all cases.280 This claim in fact results
from an understatement of the systemic weaknesses of inquisitorial arrangements for the purpose of
truth-discovery.
To conclude, the advantages of a specific interpretation of the notion of ‘truth’ and relative
advantages and downsides of epistemological methods in both adversarial and inquisitorial systems
may be contrasted and debated. But it does not solve the contentious issue of whether the factfinding methods in these systems are superior to the other.281 There is no—and most likely may be
no—straightforward answer to this question. Such assessments tend to be marred by insufficient
knowledge or understanding of the other system282 and/or underlying value judgements rooted in
one’s own conceptions of truth and best ways of arriving at it, essentially shaped by the legalcultural background.283 As observed by Damaška, such pronouncements ought to be treated with
utmost suspicion: conclusions favouring one model in disregard of its weaknesses and advantages
presented by the counterpart model are liable to criticism as attempts to ‘idealize the real’. 284 Worse
still, they may be a disguised form of ‘comparative chauvinism’, which is a more serious
problem.285
As previously noted, this problem is not an imaginary one in the study of international
criminal procedure because its formation has been informed by an almost ideological struggle
between the adversarial and inquisitorial models. In this context, ‘comparative chauvinism’ may be
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particularly counterproductive and detrimental.286 Whenever evaluating the procedural
arrangements of international tribunals in light of their relative ability to contribute to the
establishment of the ‘truth’, it must be borne in mind that their implications and effects may be
notably different in this new procedural context than in their original habitat – inquisitorial or
adversarial procedure. The satisfactory answer to the question about the appropriate understanding
of the notion of ‘truth’ and the optimal truth-finding arrangements in international criminal
proceedings can only be given having taken into account the relevant systemic and contextual
factors. These include, at least, the specifics of the tribunals’ procedural systems and fact-finding
devices they employ (in particular, the roles and competences of judges, parties, and other
participants); the circumstances in which the evidence is gathered, processed, vetted, and presented;
and the tribunals’ special objectives, to the extent they may inform the structures of criminal
process.287

5. COMMUNICATIVE ROLE AND EFFECTS OF TRIALS: A SOCIO-LEGAL
VIEW
Although this study’s perspective is predominantly legal, it should be admitted that the conception
of the trial as a singly legalist phenomenon pursuing the procedural function of searching for the
truth does not exhaust its nature as a socio-legal event and communicative process: despite what
lawyers may think, law does not have a monopoly on it. The truth-finding function alone does not
fully explain why domestic criminal trials across the common law v. civil law divide look and
proceed in the way they do. This section, therefore, complements the theoretical inquiry on the trial
in light of its systemic function, by a socio-legal perspective that focuses on the outward
manifestations and appearance of the trial process, its intended communicative role and expressive
effects. This outlook is promising for our understanding of criminal trials as complex phenomena.
In particular, it helps identify the link between the way in which adversarial and inquisitorial trials
are organized and conducted in practical terms, on the one hand, and the relevant conceptions on
the optimal fact-finding arrangements, on the other.
From a traditional lawyer’s point of view, the criminal procedure is comprised of
‘incorporeal’ elements which constitute the legal reality: procedural norms, practices, acts, and
decisions. The exclusively legal vision overlooks the sociological and anthropological meaning of
the trial and tends to underestimate the regulatory power of rituals.288 The trial is a social event or a
sequence of events taking place within a certain time and space in the implementation of the
procedure ‘in the books’. This is the social reality of the trial which breathes life in the procedural
texts. In laymen’s eyes, in the eyes of the media, and in the popular culture, criminal trials are
firmly associated with the mis-en-scène of the proceedings – a set of recognizable ‘corporeal’ and
verbal features objectified in the spatial-temporal dimension.289
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The features imbue the trial process with powerful symbolism and turn it into a ‘dramatic
production, a ceremony or a ritual to be played out’.290 The important elements of courtroom
decorum and etiquette include, among others, the layout of the court, clothing of the members of
the bench and counsel, the peculiar patterns of communication including the preset sequence of
appearances and alternating turns the participants take when speaking, the formal language, and
signs connoting the participants’ role. According to Jung, the architecture parlante and material
particulars of the judicial ritual ‘taken together transform rendering justice into a performance
which is somewhat distinct from everyday life.’291 Across legal cultures, the legal rituals are
associated especially strongly with the trial of all stages of the criminal process – the public, oral,
and solemn character makes them a ‘face of justice’.292
The mere aspiration to adhere to tradition is no satisfactory rationale for retaining all of
these traits, which, if one pauses to think about them, appear superfluous and illogical, overly
formal and archaic, or altogether bizarre. Nevertheless, it is common to consider these corporeal
features as a given, without attempting to explain them and to relate to principles underlying the
fact-finding inquiry.293 Another way of looking at it is to accept that the trial form is not merely
accidental but also an integral component of the procedural system, which should be attuned to the
local imaginations of criminal justice if it is to be an effective regulator.294 It is at least as
historically determined and deliberately preserved, as are its relevant rules, institutions, and
normative ideas about what the trial should achieve and how it is to do so. Indeed, seen through a
sociological lens, the trial process is permeated with symbols: each of its externalities has a
carefully chosen meaning and discharges specific informative or expressive functions. Being
elementary tools of power-distribution and social control, these procedural symbols and rituals
orient the participants in the process, convey messages to those who follow the trial, and exert
potent effects on the society.295 Corporeal elements of the process are auxiliary to and serve the
legalist function of truth-finding, being formalized in procedure. Others have no direct bearing on
the search of truth but possess an intrinsic expressive value and are therefore made part of practical
arrangements.
As noted earlier, sociological accounts regard punishment as an act of moral condemnation
by the community.296 Durkheim’s concept that by defining and punishing criminal conduct the
community delimits the bounds of acceptable behaviour and hence defines itself can be extended to
the domain of criminal procedure. Not only the outcome of the trial and the final ritual—the act of
punishment or acquittal—has such a defining function but also the entire process leading to the
final act. Goodpaster outlines the ‘norm theory’ of trial derivative from Durkheim’s concept of
social rituals, arguing that it is ‘the most overarching of all the theories’ and ‘seems to hold the
greatest promise of revealing [their common] origin’, although it is underdeveloped because it
proffers no ‘schedule of defendant’s rights’.297
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The accounts which view the criminal trial as a communicative forum whereby moral
messages are conveyed to the public and the authority of the legal norms violated by the crime are
reasserted are illuminating in relation as regards the forms the legal process takes. The trial thus can
be seen as an interaction in a courtroom regarding the criminal charges against the accused, alleged
facts, evidence, and responsibility between the actors exercising their procedural functions. It is also
a public event subject to public scrutiny and open to public attendance. The process is ritualistic
since every actor is assigned a specific role and is expected to exercise it professionally and not go
beyond it.298 The role-playing, appearances, and interaction in the courtroom turn the process into a
communicative device for transmitting didactic messages ‘between the lines’ of procedural
conduct.299 The courtroom decorum creates in the observers the feeling of being implicated in a
sacred ritual or historical event.300 Thus trial procedures educate the members of the society,
express moral reprobation of the crime, and reaffirm the value of the norm breached.
According to communicative theories such as offered by Anthony Duff and others, the
criminal trial is a process by which the defendant is ‘called to account’ and the state justifies the
imposition of punishment to both the defendant and the society.301 Echoing Durkheim’s view, just
as any other social ritual, the trial ritual produces a solidarity effect which unites the members of the
community and helps define it by reaffirming the shared communal values and by determining
whether its member must be (temporarily) excluded.302 The didactic and expressive functions
played by the trial attest to its ‘broader social role’ beyond mere determination of criminal
responsibility.303
On the one hand, the ceremonial features of trial procedure seek to promote or facilitate, in a
practical way, the goals of the legal inquiry. The ritual is aimed at upholding the order in the
courtroom and indicating to the participants their roles and obligations. This facilitates the smooth
conduct of the proceedings and ensures effective truth-finding and a complete and truthful
evidentiary basis for the decision. The notable example is the rituals of the swearing in of witnesses
who pledge to speak ‘the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth’ and admonishing them of
legal consequences of false testimony or failure to respond to the examiner’s questions. Clearly,
neither the solemn declaration nor the warning can in itself guarantee the truthful and complete
testimony. But the ceremony serves to ensure that the witness understands his or her role, takes on
298
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the commitment, and accepts the adverse consequences of a failure to tell the truth. The procedural
system relies upon the ritual for increasing the pressure to testify truthfully and for promoting the
decisional rectitude. The ritual is deemed so valuable that it is formally recognized and prescribed
by procedural law as an indispensable element of the testimonial process.
On the other hand, as noted, some externalities of trial process and messages it emits have as
a rationale promoting goals broader than truth-finding: emphasizing the fairness and legitimacy of
the trial process, reinforcing the authority of the court, and facilitating the societal acceptance of the
judgement. Some of the trial symbols are so entrenched in the procedural system that they acquire a
constitutional status as guarantees of fairness and integrity of the process.304 Jury trials are an
example of such an arrangement. Unless one understands the ‘trial by peers’ as an important
community ritual, it becomes difficult to justify given the tensions with the truth-finding goal and
the strict application of law in the case of jury nullification.305 As a symbol of the involvement by
the local community, the jury counterbalances the power of a professional judge over the verdict
and enhances the perceived legitimacy of the outcome.306
Trial rituals have a meaning if one accepts that trials are conducted not only to obtain the fair
and just outcome but also for their own sake: i.e. the process has an intrinsic value. Courtroom
customs are meant to preserve decorum and solemnity of the proceedings and imbue the
participants and the public with respect for the authority of the court and its prospective decision.
Secondly, the trial script assists the participants—especially witnesses, experts, and participating
victims (civil parties)—in orienting themselves in the proceedings and in comprehending better
their and other actors’ procedural roles.307 The differences in the role and status of the functionally
equivalent actors (judges, prosecutors, and defence counsel) in adversarial and inquisitorial trials
are mirrored by the divergence in the trial rituals,308 although the latter do not always neatly fall
along the lines dividing the two models.309 The degrees of formalism and ritualism constitutes one
noticeable difference between ‘adversarial’ and ‘inquisitorial’ systems. Adversarial trials are
characterized by a more central position given to ritual throughout.310 In discussing the highly
formalized nature of the adversarial jury criminal trials, Goodpaster noted:
The ritual features of an adversary jury trial are entwined with its dramaturgical and contest features.
In addition to being a ritual event, a criminal trial is a kind of drama or morality play, as well as a
competition. … The drama presented is unusual and has elements both of the rehearsed and the
extemporaneous, as thought it were simultaneously a scripted play and a spontaneous happening.311
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Interestingly, professional participants—judges and advocates—are expected to wear
special attire (wigs, robes, or gowns etc.) as indicia of their special status and role during trial.312 In
England and Wales, the members of the bar (judges and barristers) wear wigs and gowns, but not
magistrates and solicitors. Similarly, in France judges, prosecutors and defence lawyers wear robes;
but judges and prosecutors are ‘grandly and colourfully robed’, which denotes their affiliation with
magistrature, while defence counsel wear a ‘relatively simple black gown’ because they do not
belong to the same class of officials.313 Except for less formal hearings before judges of peace,
lawyers of the Belgian bar wear gowns in court, which symbolizes their procedural equality with
the members of the magistrature.314
The appearance of judges in a courtroom and their retirement for recess, adjournment, and
deliberations are accompanied by an usher’s announcement and everyone is expected to rise in
silence in recognition of the authority and special status of judiciary. The language in the courtroom
displaces social conventions and introduces specialized hierarchies. Throughout the pleadings, the
participants—parties and witnesses alike—should address the judges with emphatic reverence
(‘Your Honour’), whereas the judges and parties refer to each other with pronounced courtesy at all
times. Witnesses, experts, and counsel are often named by their formal roles in the process. By
contrast to repeat players, the accused bears no tokens of status behind which to hide and has to
actively participate in, or passively undergo, a sort of ‘public dissection’, with his or her life
circumstances, character, and past record being disclosed and scrutinized.315 The juries remain a
passive audience and are provided with only limited information about the formalities and their own
role through a jury instruction. But, being decision-makers in the case, most of that they will learn
indirectly from ‘the imbedded cues of ritual, authority, space, position, place, tone and the
directions and modelling of the principal actors’.316
In this light, the courtroom language is an essential aspect of the trial communication:
specific linguistic formulae and ‘stock phrases’ must be used by repeat players to convey certain
messages and to landmark the turning points in the process.317 It orients actors and spectators in the
complexities of the unfolding trial action and works as a ‘spell or incantation’ that produces legal
consequences. Thus, a common-law plea of guilty is to be phrased in a certain way for the court to
be able to accept it as informed, voluntary, and unequivocal. The answers to the question of
whether the accused pleads guilty or not guilty to the charges that are apt to trigger the
consequences would be either ‘guilty’ or ‘not guilty’. Other expressions to a similar effect or a
failure to respond would be followed by the entry of a plea of not guilty. By contrast, in France the
language in equivalent situation is less ritualistic and less significance is attached to the form of
expression than in England and Wales.318
The structure of the proceedings being a partisan contest or an official inquest has
implications for the general tone of the language and advocacy at the trial hearing. The goals
pursued by the parties are either to convince a passive and lay trier of fact by challenging the
opponent’s perspective on the case or to assist professional judges in testing the ‘case of the truth’,
respectively. Adversarial jury criminal trials are more formalized and theatrical, with both counsel
being allowed to resort to emotive language, persuasion, and rhetoric calculated to impress the jury
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and to undermine the credibility of the rival story of the other party. In inquisitorial trials, even
before a mixed bench, such tactics would be misplaced because trial proceedings are less
confrontational, being a multilateral search for the truth, and the evidence and pleadings are
addressed to the judges, not to lay assessors alone.319 It is not unusual for the judges to speak with
paternalist overtones and to act as a higher moral authority vis-à-vis the defendant, as if the process
itself were a tool of re-education.320
Turning to the interior of a courtroom, a physical layout of the court is imbued with
symbolism and in itself serves as a coded message. Every participant is allocated a specific place to
situate him or her in the context of the proceedings.321 Some have compared the interior of a
courtroom to a theatrical ‘stage production’ or church.322 The different layout in common law and
civil law criminal trials points to the divergences in the balance of functions and powers. In
criminal trials at common law, judges (magistrates) are seated behind their desks on an elevated
podium facing the room. The court clerks and typists are located in front and below and jurors are
seated in a row along the side of the courtroom. The prosecution and the defence are seated
separately behind the bar table on the floor level in front of the judges – facing them or being halfturned towards one another. This alludes to their antagonistic procedural relation and equality of
status. The witness stand is on the judges’ right or left hand and is facing the jury and the parties.
The dock with the accused and the public gallery are at the back of the room behind the bar table.
The placement of the accused signifies a secondary role and passivity in the trial orchestrated by
lawyers and only indirect involvement in it other than when taking a witness stand.
In continental criminal trials, the prosecutor’s desk is placed on a podium next to that of the
judges and/or somewhat lower than it. This implies the prosecutor’s equivalent status (but not equal
authority) to that of the judges and their membership of magistracy.323 The witness stand is situated
next to the defence desk and the accused and defence counsel are located on the floor level in the
middle of the courtroom facing the judges and the prosecution, which facilitates direct contact
between the judge and the accused. This layout symbolizes the role of both the accused and
witnesses as evidentiary sources and subjects of an official judge-led inquiry.324
Finally, another outward manifestation of the divergence in the roles of participants at trial in
various jurisdictions as seen from the public gallery is the possibility for them to move around the
courtroom in the course of the proceeding. It is not accidental that attorneys in the US may move
relatively freely during the pleadings – some choose to approach the jury when questioning a
witness and to come closer to the judge—after having requested a permission—when making a
legal argument.325 By contrast, continental lawyers have their fixed places and remain there until
the hearing is adjourned. To Pizzi, this denotes the predominant role of lawyers in adversary trials
in the US and the subordinate function in the fact-finding inquiry discharged by their counterparts
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in inquisitorial trials.326 In addition, the importance of non-verbal language as a part of trial
advocacy is more important for lawyers where they are expected to persuade the jury of the merits
of their case than where they merely assist judges in establishing the truth.
This completes the brief overview of the ‘faces’ of criminal justice and some of the key
corporeal features of criminal trials across the adversarial v. inquisitorial divide. This discussion
provides the basis for general reflections on the correlation between the procedural function and
communicative aspects of the trial process. The procedural legalism view recognizes the
establishment of the truth in relation to the facts in a case in order to determine the guilt or
innocence of the accused and an appropriate sentence, if any, as the primary function of the trial
process.327 But the conceptualization of trial solely as a forensic inquiry geared to establish the truth
does not exhaust the nature of the trial as a multifarious social phenomenon. One may think that
different appearances and outward aspects of trial procedure in various criminal justice systems are
merely coincidental and no more than an under-rationalized tribute to tradition. But the obvious
links between the externalities of the process and its rationales and modalities in different systems
rather point to a limited and unconvincing character of such a view. It discards, too simplistically,
the importance of rituals and symbols in the conduct of criminal trials that possess a significant
explanatory power regarding how trials are organized and conducted in different jurisdictions.
The legalist view may therefore be usefully complemented by a socio-legal perspective,
which conceives of the trial as a socio-legal event. This perspective helps to appreciate and explain
the corporeal features and communicative effects of the trial procedure. Those features and effects
may either be related to the primary truth-finding function as a means of facilitating or be
autonomous from it, while seeking to enhance the court’s legitimacy and societal acceptance of the
trial outcomes. It is warranted to conclude that, in addition to the function of truth-discovery, the
trial procedure contributes to a set of broader sociological objectives, as an informational,
communicative, and didactic tool. With the design of trial proceedings being rooted in a given
society’s legal culture, the trial setup is a carefully and consciously chosen way to facilitate those
objectives.
In terms of the relationship between the truth-finding function and the communicative
aspects of the trial process, it will be that of balance and consistency, as long as the communicative
role of procedure is supportive of the primary function and/or is an innocuous side-effect thereof.
However, where the trial participants place an excessive emphasis on the broader sociological
effects and unjustifiably employ the trial ritual and formalities as a tool of didacticism and dialogue
with the outside audience, tensions may arise with the legalist function and with the objective of
establishing the truth.328 One may discern a sort of regularity in the relationship between the truthfinding function and the intended sociological effects of the process: The less extrovert and
audience-oriented the trial process, the greater focus on the effective truth-finding and decisional
accuracy; in turn, the more theatrical the process, the lesser concern with the discharge of the
primary functions of the process such as the establishment of the truth in the case. This link comes
to the fore in the political trials in the domestic jurisdictions and in international criminal trials
which bear the greatest risk of the process being turned into a ‘show trial’. The tension between the
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legalist functions and the intended broader socio-political effects of the trial process in the
international criminal law context will be examined in the next chapter devoted to the functions and
effects of international criminal trials.329

6. ROLE OF THE TRIAL PHASE: IMPACT OF PRE-TRIAL PROCESS AND
BARGAINING
The final cross-cutting theme in a phenomenological inquiry on the trial is the role and normative
significance of this procedural phase. The different interpretations of ‘truth’ in adversarial and
inquisitorial systems and divergence in the structure of proof-taking have implications for the
position of trial in the context of criminal procedure. As noted, the two systems place the weight of
key decisions regarding evidence and the momentum of truth-finding on different procedural
stages. Hence the significance of the trial stage in the adversarial and inquisitorial paradigms of
justice varies significantly.330
In adversarial systems, the evidentiary discontinuity between pre-trial, trial and post-trial, the
attribution of the factual inquiry function exclusively to the trial, and the high degree of finality of
trial judgments result in the trial becoming the prime stage. It is viewed as the absolute centrepiece
of criminal proceedings and essentially as its only stage.331 Damaška aptly refers to the ‘original
decision making’ at trial as ‘a focal point, overshadowing in importance whatever preceded it and
whatever might follow it’.332 It is not accidental that the ‘trial’ is often identified with the criminal
process as a whole.333 The investigation and pre-trial activities are but a prelude to the trial
performed by and between parties; they dwell in obscurity being carried out in private and out-ofcourt in the virtual lack of judicial scrutiny.334 The absence of the judicial investigative function and
single official case file means that the judge and jury remain unapprised of the details of the case
prior to the trial. Only the evidence admitted and examined at trial counts for the purpose of the
verdict. Therefore, the trial is the locus of litigation and fact-finding, being the first and last
opportunity for the parties to present the proposed evidence to the triers of fact.335 The earlier noted
limited nature of the appellate review reinforces the importance of trial as a metaphorical basket
into which the parties are compelled to put all their eggs. It compels the parties to ensure that they
can present all the evidence material to their cases at trial and not at a later stage.
The concentration of fact-finding and litigation in one single stage is bound to result in
lengthy, costly, and cumbersome proceedings. The jury trials with all the due process paraphernalia
and evidentiary rules become prohibitively expensive and unaffordable, which makes them an
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exception rather than a rule.336 Simply put, having contested proceedings in every criminal case
would by far overreach the limited capacities of the criminal justice system, possibly leading to a
full paralysis.337 Therefore, the same attributes which endow the adversarial trial with the status of a
prime phase in common law jurisdictions—the inherent complexity, resource-intensiveness, and
significance as a truth-finding locus—result in a systemic inclination towards trial-avoidance
mechanisms. Guilty pleas, especially as a result of plea-bargaining, compensate for an
overcomplicated trial apparatus.338
A guilty plea is an in-court formal acceptance of responsibility by the accused in relation to
certain charges, which theoretically can be unprompted (made purely out of remorse) but more
likely will be negotiated with the prosecution and motivated by the expectation of a more lenient
sentence or other concessions by the prosecutor and the court. Plea-bargaining is the process of outof-court negotiation between the parties on the conditions of a guilty plea which may or may not
result in a plea agreement. Such an agreement may stipulate, for instance, that the accused shall
plead guilty to some charges and cooperate otherwise (for example, testify against other accused,
waive the right to appeal the sentence which does not exceed the recommended maximum) in
exchange for concessions. Those include not presenting certain facts that would aggravate
responsibility without altering a charge (‘fact bargaining’), dropping a more serious charge (‘charge
bargaining’), or recommending to the court a more lenient sentence (‘sentence bargaining’).339
In order to avoid the bankruptcy of the criminal justice system, many of the common law
jurisdictions have no other option than to counterbalance the complexity of trials by their tolerance
towards, and encouragement of, negotiated settlements. Those allow doing away with contested
proceedings, possibly at the cost of the (full) truth.340 As noted, plea-bargaining leads to an
agreement between the parties according to which the accused makes a legal statement of his or her
guilt, which has the effect of a guilty verdict, in relation to a lesser charge in exchange for the
prosecution’s dropping a more serious one or in the reasonable expectation of a sentencing discount
by the court. The factual basis for the plea agreement is likely to be more limited than that which
could be established as a result of contested proceedings, not least because some of the factual
allegations and/or charges are abandoned by the prosecution.
After the court validates a guilty plea by satisfying itself that it is voluntary, informed, and
unambiguous, it shall formally pronounce the accused guilty on the relevant charge and holds a
sentencing hearing, thereby accepting the consensual ‘truth’ proposed by the parties and
expeditiously disposing of a case on that basis. Therefore, the effects of a valid guilty plea on the
trial format and structure are no less than dramatic: it results in the bypassing of the fact-finding
component of the trial or in its abrupt termination whenever the plea is changed to ‘guilty’. A guilty
plea is a binding legal act, both for the court and for the parties, whereby the accused gives up his
right to a contested trial and puts an end to the dispute. It is tantamount to auto-conviction and
supplants the need for the court (jury) to examine facts and to issue the verdict. Guilty pleas and
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bargaining are clearly rooted in a libertarian mindset and reflect the emphasis on the party
autonomy and empowerment in the adversarial systems.341
Thus, it is paradoxical that the strong focus on the trial as the ultimate tool of criminal law
adjudication results in the phenomenon of trial-avoidance and that such emphasis is responsible for
the normative vulnerability and even the decline of the trial in a broader context of a criminal
justice. Damaška refers to the systemic tendency of trial-avoidance as a ‘neurotic symptom’ caused
by the repression of the id of the criminal process (the aspiration to identify and punish the
perpetrator) by its super-ego (the due process guarantees).342 Consensual dispositions are not
merely tolerated but encouraged due to what is a dependency on negotiated justice.343 The latter
alleviates the burden and financial strain on the judicial system and prevents its bankruptcy that
would be unavoidable if all or most of the criminal cases had to be decided through full-blown
trials.344
As a result, in common law countries, the absolute majority of cases are settled through plea
bargains and never come to trial.345 The guilty-plea rate is no less than 90% in the US and some
provinces of Canada (e.g. Ontario),346 about 65% in England and Wales in cases before the Crown
Court and 90% in the proceedings before the magistrates, and 74% in Australia.347 Thus, fullblown trials are effectively a ‘minority phenomenon’ in the common law world.348 Even in serious
cases, accused choose not to contest guilt on a lesser charge ‘because they have been led to expect
(through an express bargain or through information about the court’s sentencing practice) a lesser
sentence as a reward for their cooperation’.349 The guaranteed prospect of a lesser sentence in case
of accepting a bargain will often present itself as a more appealing option than submitting oneself to
a contested trial with an uncertain outcome and, not unlikely, a harsher sentence. The courts at
common law are formally not bound by bargains, but for the most part they honour the parties’
agreements. This renders the plea-bargaining system predictable and makes it work. The judicial
connivance has to do with the bifurcated structure of authority, whereby the adjudication of matters
of fact and on matters of law is split between the judge and the jury. If the court refuses to comply
with a sentence recommendation of the prosecutor, the guilty plea will be withdrawn and the case
will have to be retried by another jury.
341
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As an alternative way of ‘settling a dispute’, plea-bargaining and guilty pleas oust the
contested trial from the pedestal of an ultimate truth-finding device and result in a formal
acceptance of the ‘interpretive truth’ produced by the parties. In this sense, negotiated settlements
detract from the fact-finding function associated with the trial process and downgrade the
significance of the trial in the overall context. In that context, the effects of plea-bargaining as a
‘recent and transparent evasion of [the] cherished common law tradition of criminal trial’ generated
scholarly concern.350 Most objections to the widespread plea bargaining advanced in the AngloAmerican literature appear to relate to the inherent risks of abuse and coercion, not to the idea of
resolving criminal cases without adjudication.351 The ‘bargaining as disaster’ is that the accused,
especially those in a less privileged position, are put under pressure to give up their trial rights and
to plead guilty even if they are innocent, as a supposed way to be ‘better off’.352
Even though statistically adversarial contested trials are exceptional as a way of disposing of
cases, they retain a symbolical meaning in the adversarial procedure: more than any other stage, the
trial is associated with the ideals of due process and adversariness. That said, the possibility of
returning to a contested mode and having a full-fledged trial remains an important and constant
consideration in the parties’ determination of their case strategy, risk-assessment, and negotiating
on the plea offer. In case a plea negotiation fails, the defendant may refuse to waive his right to a
trial and submit himself to the contested proceedings. As a possibility, the trial beacons over the
pre-trial investigations and the partisan negotiations even though the absolute majority of criminal
cases eventually do not go for trial. Thus, in normative terms, the trial continues being the most
essential phase of criminal proceedings under the adversarial model. But in terms of actual resort to
it in common law jurisdictions, its normative potential as the prime forum for fact-finding comes to
be realized only in very few cases.
In ‘inquisitorial’ systems, the trial per se does not amount to a central procedural stage.353
The emphasis on the trial as an oral and public hearing reserved for the first-hand inquiry into the
facts is stronger in jurisdictions which have reformed their criminal process for it to reflect the
‘adversarial’ values.354 But even there, the significance of the trial within the procedural chronology
will not reach that characteristic for the adversarial jury systems. As will be discussed in a moment,
this is not because the relevance of trial in civil law is substantially reduced by the use of negotiated
justice – even though this indeed occurs to some extent as a repercussion or counter-impulse of
‘adversarial’ reforms. From the outset, the reason for the weaker emphasis on the trial in the
unadulterated inquisitorial vision lies in the fact that in such systems the bulk of fact-finding
conducted by the police and/or judicial authorities occurs before trial. The evidence is compiled
into the dossier by the authorities in the course of investigation and the fact-finding inquiry is halfcompleted.355 Where the investigative material can be imported into the trial record with relative
ease, the weight of truth-finding inquiry shifts to the stages preceding the trial. It does not matter as
much if the trial is structured in an adversarial manner: once the ‘imports’ are allowed in the trial,
350
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‘the momentum of the truth-finding process shifts to the (inquisitorial) pretrial stage’ and the
contest-like features become ‘little more than window dressing’ for an essentially inquisitorial
arrangement.356
The premium on the official functions of investigative authority (police, prosecution and/or
investigating judge) and on the activities conducted in the pre-trial confers on it the attributes of
‘the central and high point of the process’.357 While the trial stage is certainly not a mere pro forma
event for rubberstamping the results of pre-trial inquiry in modern inquisitorial systems,358 it serves
to verify the hypotheses formulated by the police and/or an investigating judge and the version of
events as it arises from the dossier, rather than being an examination of evidence from a blank
slate.359 The dossier is essential and the presiding judge will have studied it thoroughly before the
trial, given that only a part of evidence will be presented orally at trial.360 The judge may, for
example, refuse to hear a witness if the testimony would be superfluous in light of the dossier and if
the court is already convinced of the relevant factual claim.361 From a common law perspective,
such a conception of trial might seem an ‘absolute negation of any principle of fairness’ and
incompatible with the idea of ‘“trial” in the true sense of the word’,362 being ‘essentially an audit of
work done before or an appeal from the findings of preliminary investigation’.363 Moreover, the
regularity and generous scope of the appellate review diminishes the finality of trial adjudication,
which—to borrow Damaška’s expression, ‘acquires an aura of provisionality’.364
The thesis that the normative significance of trial in the procedural system is inversely
proportional to the scope of judicial function at a pre-trial phase finds support in the data regarding
the effects the pre-trial reforms in civil law jurisdictions had on the formal of trial proceedings. It
was reported that the abolition of the function of the investigative judge in Germany enhanced the
role of the trial and turned German courtrooms into the ‘venues of serious investigative activities,
examination and debates’.365 Similarly, the cardinal 1989 reforms in Italy among which the
abolition of the judicial investigation resulted in shifting the emphasis from pre-trial investigation to
the trial.366 But in the countries that retained ‘instruction’ (e.g. rechter-comissaris in the
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Netherlands), the examination of witnesses and experts in court takes considerably less time
because the trial is essentially based on the dossier.367
To return to the issue of the effects of negotiated justice’ on the role of the trial phase in the
civil law criminal process, the starting point is that the notion of a court ratifying the outcome
arrived at through bargaining rather through genuine inquiry, is extraneous to the inquisitorial
model. Bargaining is antithetical to its paternalistic and hierarchical ideal of an official investigation
vested with a mission to ascertain the truth.368 In the inquisitorial process, the admissions of guilt
take the form of confession that is treated as evidence, as opposed to a legal statement of guilt. The
accused is invited to make a statement after the charges are read at the beginning of the trial. He is
to a certain degree expected to admit incriminating facts and may even be prodded to do so by the
judge during the interrogation. But this not an invitation to ‘enter a plea’ in the common-law sense
and does not dispense with the need for the judicial determination of guilt based on facts.369 The
‘queen of all proof’, confession is not a self-sufficient basis for a judicial finding of guilt and must
be evaluated in light of the dossier, like any other item.370
In its paradigmatic form, the inquisitorial trial process is sufficiently manageable and
expeditious. Unlike with the ‘one-day-in-court’ trials before the jury encumbered by the
complexities of evidence admission and exclusion, the long duration and inefficiency of trials is not
a factor that would create strong incentives for the avoidance of full trials or a structural need to
adopt the dock-clearing strategies.371 However, with the increased emphasis on the oral and
confrontational examination of evidence at trial in the ‘reformed’ inquisitorial systems (Germany
and Italy being the prime examples), negotiated justice penetrated into the criminal practice –
informally at first and making its way into the codes eventually.372 While these reforms pursued
distinct rationales and present important nuances, it is plausible that the need to enhance efficiency
of criminal process in disposing of the ever-growing dockets has been the primary concern.
As comparative studies show, the discernible and decisive move towards the wider use of
negotiated arrangements occurred. Partially this should have been due to the Anglo-American legalcultural influence – and partially because of the tectonic changes occurring in those systems
independently of external influence.373 Thus, the sophistication of substantive law and the
development of the role of defence into that of ‘irritants’ in the ‘conformist’ official inquest
scheme—active and professional participants who represent clients with zeal and creativity and
vigorously test the merits of the case—were bound to turn trials into more resource-intensive affairs
and imbued them with the contest elements.374 The negotiated justice was the natural compensatory
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move to counterbalance the increasingly complex and lengthy trial process.375 This version of ‘pleabargaining’ consists in informal out-of-court discussions about the prospect of obtaining a
confession (as opposed to a guilty plea) and rewarding it with a more lenient sentence. The
negotiation can be held between the parties or principally between the presiding judge and the
defence counsel, with the prosecutor playing a more detached role, unlike in the common-law pleabargaining.376
Several specific examples can demonstrate the character of this shift. Under the ‘pleabargaining’ system in Germany (Absprachen), which is now entrenched and still much debated, the
trial is not avoided altogether. It follows a summary, abridged procedure following the noncontestation of facts by the accused. The confession, and not the guilty verdict, is part of the
agreement, and it does not affect the duty of the court to establish the truth under Art. 244(2) of the
German Code of Criminal Procedure.377 Consequently, in certain circumstances the judge is obliged
to hear evidence in order to satisfy herself of the truthfulness of the self-incriminatory statement of
the accused.378 Decades ago, bargains with the defendant were deemed inappropriate and
incongruent with the foundations of the criminal justice system – leading to John Langbein’s
famous laudation of Germany as a ‘land without plea-bargaining.379 It is an ironic fact that already
at that time, bargaining was widely practiced in defiance of the existing legislation, being a ‘dark
side’ of the court practice.380
Fierce public and scholarly debates ensued, and eventually the higher courts authorized the
practice, with the Federal Appeal Court stating that negotiated judgments are ‘an indispensable
procedural device for disposing of criminal proceedings within a reasonable time frame’.381
Nowadays the courts are openly pro-active in securing the sentencing deals and routinely use trial
hearings for ratifying the outcomes of the bargains. If the agreement is reached before trial, the
latter becomes a largely pro forma event meant to certify the results of a bargain struck in the pretrial phase. After the opening of the trial and the reading out of charges by the prosecutor, the
defendant makes a statement conceding to the incriminating facts or to the effect that he does not
contest the charges; the court shall announce that the deal has been struck and place on the record
its commitment to a maximum sentence as a consequence of a confession; and the hearing is then
Germany’ (n 259), at 298-9 (‘it was the multiplying duration of the individual proceedings that led practitioners to look
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concluded with brief closing statements, followed by conviction and the handing down of the
agreed sentence.382
By contrast, the radical reform of the Italian criminal procedure code (1989) that resulted in
the addition of negotiated justice elements was a legislative project rather than a surreptitious
judicial operation. Therefore, it enjoyed greater political support and legitimacy and could go
further than the German system in drawing inspiration from the US when incorporating the
elements of negotiated justice.383 One may be uncertain as to whether it did so in fact, save for the
more passive judicial role in the negotiation process, in comparison to Germany. The Italian Code
features several avenues for consensual or negotiated disposal of cases. Under the arrangement
known as patteggiamento sulla poena (‘bargain over punishment’), parties may submit to the
preliminary investigating judge a joint request for the imposition of a pecuniary punishment or a
short-term deprivation of liberty.384 Secondly, the accused may resort to a summary judgment
procedure (guidizio abbreviato) by requesting a preliminary investigating judge to decide a case,
with the consent of the prosecutor, which results in the reduction of sentence by one-third.385
The patteggiamento only applies to relatively minor cases the penalty for which, after having
been reduced by up to one-third, does not exceed the maximum of five years’ imprisonment as such
or jointly with the pecuniary punishment.386 The range of cases suitable for bargaining is more
limited than in the US, as pattegiamento cannot be used in cases involving serious offences. Nor
does it involve, at least formally, any form of charge-bargaining, even though such practice might
in fact be taking place.387 Furthermore, it is not identical to a guilty plea because the judge may
reject the deal and acquit the accused despite the agreement and on the basis of the evidence in the
dossier.388 According to Langer, these features reflect the Italian system’s mistrust towards, or
ambivalence about, the pure plea-bargaining forms.389 The proportion of cases disposed of via
abbreviated procedure is substantially lower.390
As noted earlier, there are other examples of civil law countries which have accommodated
the plea-bargaining analogues. This includes, but is not limited to, Poland,391 France,392 and
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Spain.393 Reviewing these developments in any greater detail goes beyond the present purpose.
Suffice it to say that none of the jurisdictions has uncreatively imported the Anglo-American model
of guilty pleas and plea-bargaining. Each of them adjusted the institute of negotiated justice to its
own legal context and procedural culture without displacing the core premises underlying criminal
procedure or surrogating them by the common law philosophy. In fact, the reforms amounted to a
formal recognition of practices that had been regularly used ‘behind the scene’ of the judicial
system and to an attempt to submit such practices to a regulatory framework. The comparative
method and Anglo-American reference enabled legislators in those countries, who were confronted
with serious incongruence between the practice and the sterile inquisitorial theory and legal
framework, with possible solutions that could help close the gap.
Despite dissimilarities among the negotiated justice solutions ultimately adopted in
‘inquisitorial’ jurisdictions,394 the ‘legal translations’, or rather civil law courts’ own ‘grassroots’
practices, share features setting them off clearly from the classic ‘guilty pleas’ and ‘pleabargaining’ at common law. To recap, a self-condemning statement by the accused as the basis for
the summary disposal of the case essentially amounts to a confession of facts rather than to a legal
act of admission of responsibility, as is the case with guilty pleas. Consequently, the legal and
practical consequences are different from guilty pleas. Unlike the latter, non-contestation does not
trigger legal consequences as it does not relieve the judge of a duty to satisfy herself of the
sufficient evidentiary basis for the decision. Thus, while it is likely to lead to a considerable
shortening of the trial it does not result in its full avoidance, so the trials are not dispensed with as
such. The judge must still establish the grounds for the conviction and, if necessary, examine
further evidence beyond the statement about facts and charges. Theoretically, she may disregard the
confession or agreement and enter an acquittal. While judicial powers and duties in this context
vary per jurisdiction, a judge generally retains some degree of control over the bargaining process
and outcome. She may do so in particular through being a party to out-of-court discussions on the
sentence, by reviewing the admission in light of the dossier, and by giving an indication of the
likely sentence. Further difference is that serious cases carrying the maximum sentence that exceeds
a certain threshold are commonly excluded from those that may be disposed of through an
abbreviated procedure. Lastly, charge bargaining as opposed to sentence-related bargains is
disallowed.
The straitjacket in which consensual justice is shrouded in civil law settings gives away the
continuing ambivalence towards bargaining in civil-law criminal justice. This is a result of its
ideological inconsistency with the inquisitorial ideals of truth-discovery and consistent treatment of
defendants.395 For these reasons, the pervasion of negotiated arrangements in inquisitorial systems
has so far not been such as to upset the deeper structure and epistemological foundations in those
systems. Negotiated settlements are applied sparingly in relation to categories of criminal cases and
sentence reductions are limited. While the increased resort to negotiated settlements may have
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contributed to a slight ‘decline’ of trial in jurisdictions with mixed arrangements, negotiated justice
does not appear to be a fatal challenge to the relevance of trial in the inquisitorial systems.
To sum up, the significance of trial in the procedural chronology across domestic procedural
traditions is a volatile parameter that is defined by several variables. It is difficult to measure due to
nuances distinguishing individual jurisdictions relating to the evidentiary communication between
the pre-trial and trial, the ambit and grounds of appellate review, and the practice of resort to
negotiated settlements. From a quantitative perspective, at present neither adversarial nor
inquisitorial systems can boast using full-blown contested trials for disposing of the majority of
criminal cases.396 To varying extents, criminal court dockets across the board are dealt with outside
of the trial framework through diversionary decisions, informal sanctions and ‘understandings’
reached by the parties, or plea-bargaining. In the ‘inquisitorial’ jurisdictions which have shown a
greater resistance to negotiated justice, the weight continues on an extensive and seminal pre-trial
stage where the thrust of factual inquiry and testing of evidence occurs. These features are
interrelated because the increasing emphasis on the trial will pull the system to embracing the trialavoidance.
Despite these considerations, the normative position of trial as the ‘face’ of procedural justice
and the stage at which the truth of the matter is established continues unscathed. Ensuring that the
truth can duly be ascertained outside of the trial framework is a universal and enduring challenge.397
Still, under either model, it is incumbent on the prosecution and/or the judge to be able to rely on an
adequate factual basis underpinning the consensual disposition in case the accused goes to trial.
That basis is subject to verification by the judge who acts as a truth-seeker in an inquisitorial
scheme and by the defence as a negotiating party in an adversarial scheme. The anticipation of the
trial is the core premise of the adversarial system. The trial remains in the wings of the criminal
process as more than a hypothetical possibility because a defendant is entitled to defend himself in
an adversarial contest and may refuse to waive trial rights. In renovated inquisitorial systems, the
‘adversarialization’ process resulted in a greater weight being attached to the principles of orality
and immediacy of proof-taking and served to enhance the systemic role of trial as a case-resolution
mechanism. The use of negotiated settlements in those contexts is subject to normative limits and is
not representative as a main paradigm of the administration of criminal justice, especially in serious
cases. While the future of a criminal trial may be clouded, the preoccupation expressed by some
scholars about the trial-free future of criminal justice appears an overstatement, at least at present.
The trial will remain the centerpiece of criminal proceedings in more than symbolic way.

7. CONCLUSION
The Chapter has proffered a framework for the inquiry into the criminal trial seen both as a stage in
criminal proceedings and as a complex socio-legal phenomenon. Three main perspectives are
proposed: the ‘functions’ of the trial procedure, the sociological effects, and the role of trial phase
in a procedural system. This threefold structure has then been employed in the comparative
overview of the key features of adversarial and inquisitorial trial procedure. The combined
conceptual and comparative outlook highlighted the principal differences and similarities in the
nature and format of the trial across the domestic procedural traditions. The ‘adversarial’ v.
‘inquisitorial’ distinction has been influential in the formation of international criminal procedure
396
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and is a recurring issue in that context. Given that the texture of international criminal procedure
has a domestic provenance, the comparative angle is indispensable to any theoretical inquiry on the
international criminal trial. Furthermore, the dual approach optimally sets the stage for the
subsequent methodical examination of the trial proceedings in international criminal tribunals
which are equally apt to be appraised in light of their procedural functions, systemic role, and
expressive potential.398
As the first step, the Chapter pays the tribute to the seasoned nomenclature of comparative
law (‘adversarial’/‘non-adversarial’ and ‘inquisitorial’/‘accusatorial’). It clarifies the original and
contemporary meaning of these categories, its uses, and the enduring value. There are several
reasons for confusion regarding this terminology, among which the common tendency to merge the
two dichotomies into one, to use them for describing the actual domestic systems of criminal
procedure, and even for attributing the normative superiority (or inferiority) to systems deemed to
embody either one or the other. The distinction is imperfect and outdated if used for describing and
classifying the actual domestic systems. As a result of legal transplants and the impact of
international human rights law, the continuous cross-fertilization and realignment of the boundaries
between the domestic traditions has made the ‘pure’ adversarial and inquisitorial systems a
historical curiosity or fiction. But the dichotomy is still a valuable heuristic device for
deconstructing the criminal process and comprehending the logic of interaction among its structural
elements. It is appropriate to conceive of ‘adversarial’ and ‘inquisitorial’ systems as abstract
theoretical models that are only remotely linked to the domestic procedural traditions of common
law and civil law. As such, the terminology still holds explanatory power in the comparative law
domain and not least so in the universe of international hybrid systems of procedure.
Next, the Chapter has examined the objectives of justice and functions of the trial process in
the domestic criminal procedure. From a legalist perspective, truth-finding, i.e. the establishment of
the facts as a fair and accurate basis for the decision, constitutes the primary and elementary
function of the criminal trial in any procedural tradition. The differences in the nature and the
format of the adversarial and inquisitorial trial process derive from the fact that the respective
systems gravitate towards diverging philosophical interpretations of the basic concept of ‘truth’ as
the principal trial objective. Although rather sweeping, the association of adversarial trial
arrangements with the ‘interpretive’, or ‘consensual’ vision of truth and of the inquisitorial trial
scheme with the search for the ‘material’, or ‘objective’ truth, may account for the structurally
different approaches to truth-finding through criminal procedure. As long as the differences in the
epistemic beliefs and fact-finding methods in the inquisitorial and adversarial systems subsist, the
approximation between the two models of procedure will be subject to irreducible limits. Hence the
adversarial and inquisitorial distinction is unlikely to ‘lose … much of its theoretical significance
and become an issue of mere trial technique.’399
Neither the intensity of the normative commitment to the ‘truth’ that is ascribed to the
adversarial and inquisitorial models nor the supposed superiority of one model over the other
constitute persuasive explanations for the variation in the nature and format of trial across the
board. Both types of systems are genuinely committed to the search for the truth, but they are so in
fundamentally different ways that cannot be usefully compared. Until the universal definition of
‘truth’ is produced, the discussion of the models of procedure in terms of epistemic superiority is
bound to be an ideological and ill-fitting line of argument. The survey of the basic parameters of
truth-finding modalities under the adversarial and inquisitorial models in this Chapter illustrates that
none of them is a fail-proof device for the ascertainment of the truth.
Each of them presents a number of relative advantages for the end of truth-finding. But both
also possess features with truth-defeating potential which are intrinsic to the fact-finding effort,
next to deliberate and legitimate fetters placed on it with view to protecting essential legal values
(fair trial rights, privacy, privileged communications etc.). The example of intrinsic obstacles to
398
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truth-finding is the adverse impact of excesses of partisanship and the difficulty of ensuring the
defence equal access to investigative resources in adversarial systems. One may also point out the
inclination of official investigating authorities in inquisitorial settings to form early, and often
irreversible, epistemic hypotheses, combined with the possibility of mounting pressure on the
defendant to cooperate by confessing incriminating facts. The key point is that neither of the models
per se is flawless when it comes to ascertaining the truth through the criminal process. Even if they
were, there are always things that can go wrong in the application of the models in practice, with
presumably virtuous aspects turning into vices in case of incompetence or the lack of integrity.400
These insights can be expected to be equally relevant in the assessment of the truth-finding function
of international criminal trials.
The inquiry then turned from the function-related perspective on the trial, which hinges on
the legalist view and emphasizes the search of the truth, to a broader sociological view on the trial
as a socio-legal event. Drawing upon the expressivist accounts and Durkheim’s concept of social
rituals, this perspective focuses on the trial’s mis-en-scène constituted by the distinctive corporeal
and ceremonial characteristics such as the layout of the courtroom, formal language, appearance
and indicia of participants. The Chapter shows how the symbolic and ritualistic aspects of trial
procedure in adversarial and inquisitorial systems relate to their diverging concepts about the
preferred truth-finding arrangements, as a way to explain why the trials look differently across the
great divide. It is further argued that the corporeal and ritualistic features enable the trial process to
exercise a communicative role and to convey certain messages within the courtroom and to the
outside audiences. Some communications serve to facilitate the smooth conduct of the proceedings
and the proper discharge of the function of legal inquiry, being subordinate to it. But the trial
process may also have an intrinsic expressive value and potential, serving to convey a variety of the
didactic messages to the observers beyond the courtroom.
The expressive role attributed to the trial process should not go further than appropriately
conveying messages of procedural fairness and authority of the court, as incidental effects of a fair
trial process. The communicative aspects and broader sociological effects of the operation of the
court should neither compete with nor supplant its proper procedural functions. This premise is
revisited in a further chapter in the context of international criminal trials. The importance of
delimiting the legalist functions and communicative aspects is attested by the adverse implications
of conflating the two categories in that context, namely the danger of ‘show trial’.401
In the final section the Chapter addresses the systemic role and significance of the trial
across the domestic procedural traditions in light of differences between ‘adversarial’ and
‘inquisitorial’ systems. Even though the trial is considered the most important procedural phase in
the former systems given their adherence to the ‘one-day-in-court’ trial scheme, its position as the
true locus of fact-finding is diminished in practice by wide resort to guilty pleas dispensing with the
need to hold full contested trials. Despite the statistical predominance of trial-avoidance, the
contested trials remain always—at least, in theory—the option available to defendants and an
incentive enforcing the prosecution duty to ensure the adequate factual basis for the accusation
before entering in plea negotiations.
By contrast, the thrust of the truth-finding effort in the ‘inquisitorial’ systems traditionally
occurred during the pre-trial while the trial proceedings were typically dossier-based and brief,
being limited to the verification of the evidence contained in the dossier. As a result of reforms
seeking to move the trial process in the ‘adversarial’ direction, a number of continental countries
put an ever-growing emphasis on the principles of orality and immediacy in the proof-taking. This
had the effect of shifting the weight of litigation and examination of evidence to the trial phase and,
hence, boosting the importance of the trial as the forum for fact-finding and decision-making. Being
limited to less serious crimes, resort to negotiated settlements in those contexts is not apt to turn the
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trials into an exceptional arrangement in the context of the criminal justice system to the extent
contemplated in some common law countries. Admittedly, the majority of criminal cases are still
disposed of by means other than full-blown trials across the adversarial/inquisitorial divide, and this
tendency will subsist given the high cost and complexities of contested proceedings. Even so, the
significance of trial as the true ‘face of criminal justice’ and the prime locus of the truth-finding is
not bound to wane in domestic jurisdictions. The ‘normative attack’ on the trial—posed by
negotiated justice and consensual settlements—does not deprive the trial of its status as the ultimate
mechanism for the disposition of criminal cases.
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